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Abstract
Topological insulators form a class of materials that features robust surface states with
spin-momentum locking. Coupling topological insulators to superconductivity is expected
to facilitate the study of these unique surface states and to potentially yield novel physics
with exciting technological applications.
The work in this thesis is focused on characterizing the transport properties of proximity-
coupled 3D topological insulators. To do this, we fabricate Bi2Se3 Josephson junctions and
subject devices to in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic fields. This allows us to probe and
manipulate the superconducting states of Bi2Se3 and therefore test predictions for what can
happen at the intersection of superconductivity and magnetism in topological insulators.
First, we study how superconductivity can persist in strong magnetic fields in spite of
the antithetical natures of spin-polarizing magnetic fields and Cooper pairs with anti-parallel
spins. We do this by measuring the effect of parallel in-plane magnetic fields on the super-
conducting states of Bi2Se3 using Fraunhofer spectroscopy, and we find that the Fraunhofer
pattern evolves in a way that is consistent with finite momentum Cooper pairing. Further-
more, we demonstrate how simulations of experimental data can be made more accurate
by taking into account device imperfections that exist in real systems. Preliminary data on
Fraunhofer evolution due to an orthogonal in-plane field is also presented.
In the context of the hunt for novel physics in superconducting 3D topological insulators,
we also study Fraunhofer pattern signals in the absence of in-plane fields. Preliminary
data is presented that demonstrate the susceptibility of Fraunhofer patterns to fabrication
imperfections, illustrating complications that can arise in the interpretation of Fraunhofer
ii
patterns in Josephson junction studies.
Finally, we briefly discuss proximity-coupled Bi2Se3 nanowires, which is a configura-
tion that can potentially enhance topological properties. Data taken on superconducting
nanowires as well as nanowires subjected to in-plane magnetic fields demonstrate a promis-
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For the past decade, the field of condensed matter has been dominated by research on
topologically non-trivial materials, which is a class of materials characterized by a nonlo-
cal topological parameter rather than local order parameters. One such material is the
time-reversal invariant topological insulator (TI), which has gapless, spin-momentum locked
surface states. The unique properties of topological insulators mean TIs provide a good
platform for studying interesting physics and can potentially be used in future technological
applications. In particular, coupling superconductivity to topological insulators has been
proposed as a way of inducing novel physics and unconventional superconductivity.
The topic of this thesis lies at the intersection of two condensed matter topics: topological
insulators and superconductivity. Our aim is to characterize and potentially manipulate the
superconducting states of proximity-coupled topological insulators using magnetic fields. In
this chapter, background will be provided for 3D topological insulators (multiple excellent
review articles [1, 2, 3, 4] provide a wider coverage of the topic) and superconductivity (Ref.
[5] is a useful resource for superconductivity basics). We also briefly set the stage for why
superconducting topological insulators are of interest to the condensed matter community
and provide an outline for the rest of the thesis.
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1.2 Background on topological insulators
Band theory of solids to topological band theory
The band theory of solids is pervasive in condensed matter research due to its capacity
for describing the electronic properties of materials. In the theory, the energy structure
of a solid can be calculated by treating electrons as a plane wave moving in a periodic
potential. In doing so, the energy spectrum forms a band structure consisting of bands of
allowed energy states separated by forbidden gaps. These band structures are often used
to categorize materials with different electronic transport behavior, resulting in the familiar
labels of metals, semiconductors, and insulators. For example, insulators are materials with
the Fermi energy in a large band gap that separates the highest occupied valence band and
the lowest empty conduction band. As a result of this band structure, electrons do not flow
in insulating solids.
As useful as the band theory of solids is for understanding different electronic behaviors of
matter, it became apparent after the 1980s that the energy spectrum is not the whole picture.
From the perspective of band theory, all materials with a gap should behave similarly: for
small enough energy excitations, semiconductors are like insulators; the lack of electron flow
in vacuum can be thought of in terms of an energy gap separating the electrons and holes.
The integer quantum Hall state, on the other hand, is a state of matter discovered in the
1980s that behaves remarkably differently [6]. In the quantum Hall state, energy levels form
quantized Landau levels that are separated by gaps. When the Fermi energy lies in a band
gap, the bulk states are highly localized while, remarkably, electrons flow along the edges
in a chiral manner. The flow of electrons along the boundary results in zero longitudinal




n is an integer that corresponds to the number of edge states on the boundary. The electronic
behavior of quantum Hall states clearly cannot be lumped together with trivial insulators.
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Topological invariants
It turns out that there are topological invariants that differentiate vacuum-like materials
from the quantum Hall-like materials. These topological invariants are values that depend
on the overall topology of the Hilbert space that is spanned by the electronic wavefunctions
of the material and are therefore insensitive to smooth changes in the Hamiltonian. The
topological invariants can be calculated from the details of the electronic wavefunctions and
understood in terms of the Berry phase [7], which is a quantum mechanical phase acquired
by electronic wavefunctions when the crystal momentum k adiabatically traverses a closed
path. Topological band theory is beyond the scope of this thesis (we refer readers to Refs.
[1, 2, 3, 4, 8], etc.). However, as an example, we illustrate the case of the topological
invariant for the paradigmatic quantum Hall effect by stating the results of calculations
done by Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale, and den Nijs (TKNN) [9], and we discuss how
the topological invariant results in unique electronic properties, i.e. the manifestation of
dissipationless edge states and the robustness of the quantum Hall effect. The concept of
topological invariants can be extended to topological insulators.
When the Fermi energy lies in the gap between Landau levels of a quantum Hall system,

















where |uj〉 is the Bloch state describing the jth Landau level, the integral is over the magnetic
Brillouin zone, and the summation is over the occupied Landau levels [2, 10]. The term in
the integral of Eq. 1.2 is an element associated with the Berry phase called the Berry flux.
Integrating the Berry flux over a closed surface gives an integer value in units of 2π. As a
result, each Landau level will contribute an integer term nj to the Hall conductance, resulting
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in the very precise integer quantization of the Hall conductance. The integer nj calculated
in Eq. 1.2 is a characteristic of the topological phase of the material and is a topological
invariant called the Chern invariant or TKNN integer.
As a topological invariant, the TKNN integer does not respond to smooth changes in the
Hamiltonian but rather only changes with the closing and re-opening of the energy gap, i.e.
when the occupation of the Landau levels changes. This has significant implications when we
consider what happens at the boundary between the interior of the quantum Hall system (n 6=
0) and the exterior (n = 0): because the topological invariant n changes across the boundary,
the energy gap must close at the interface, creating the dissipationless flow of electrons at
the edge of the quantum Hall state. The relation between the emergence of gapless edge
states and the bulk topological structure is called the bulk-boundary correspondence.
So far, I have used the topological invariant for the quantum Hall effect as an example,
but the origins and physical implications of topological invariants can be extended to other
types of topological classes as well. In particular, another topological class is the time-
reversal invariant topological insulators—the topic of this thesis—whose topology is specified
by Z2 invariants, meaning the topological invariants of time-reversal invariant TIs take on an
integer value of 0 (topologically trivial) or 1 (topologically non-trivial). The Z2 invariants,
like the TKNN invariant, do not change in response to smooth perturbations.
In practice, the Z2 invariant is related to the number of inversions in the band structure as
the system is tuned away from the atomic limit [8]. A system has a topologically non-trivial
Z2 invariant (i.e. it is a topological insulator) when there is an odd number of inversions
around time-reversal invariant points between opposite-parity bands, and the change in the
topological invariant across the boundary is physically manifested as surface states. We
discuss the properties of 2D and 3D topological insulators in more detail below.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the edge and surfaces states of (a) the quantum Hall state, (b) the
2D topological insulator, and (c) the 3D topological insulator. Figures are adapted from
Ref. [4].
Topological insulators and spin-orbit coupling
Following the discovery of the quantum Hall effect, the next topologically non-trivial system
to be discovered was the 2D topological insulator, also called a quantum spin Hall state. In
2006, Bernevig, Hughes, and Zhang proposed that a HgTe/HgCdTe quantum well, under
the right material constraints, will have an inverted band structure that drives the system
into a topologically non-trivial state, making it a 2D topological insulator [8]. When the
Fermi energy is tuned into the inverted bulk gap, the interior is insulating and the edges host
conducting and spin-polarized states. As a result, the 2D topological insulator becomes half
of the spin-degenerate quantum Hall state, as shown in Fig. 1.1a-b. The theoretical proposal
for the quantum spin Hall effect was followed soon after by its experimental verification in
HgTe/HgCdTe quantum wells [11]. After the proposal for and discovery of the quantum
spin Hall effect, three theoretical groups quickly realized that the topological order for the
2D topological insulator has a natural extension to three dimensions. This resulted in the
proposal for 3D topological insulators [12, 13, 14], which have gapless and spin-momentum
locked surfaces as shown in Fig. 1.1c.
While a large external magnetic field is an important part of what drives the topological
transition for the quantum Hall state, important ingredients for the topological transition
in time-reversal invariant topological insulators are time-reversal symmetry and spin-orbit
5
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the evolution of the band structure of Bi2Se3 for the p-orbitals
(near the Fermi energy at the Γ-point). Turning on spin-orbit coupling in step III results in
a band inversion of the opposite-parity valence and conduction bands. The dashed blue line
represents the Fermi energy. Figure is from Ref. [3].
coupling. Spin-orbit coupling is a relativistic effect that comes from electrons moving in
an electric field. In the rest frame of the electron, the electric field acts like an effective
magnetic field Beff ∼ E×p/mc2 that couples to the electron spin, introducing an additional
spin-orbit coupling term to the Hamiltonian.
Adding a large spin-orbit coupling term can change the energy bands of a material by
inverting two states with opposite parity. For example, Fig. 1.2 shows what happens to the
band structure of the 3D topological insulator Bi2Se3 as spin-orbit coupling is turned on
at the time-reversal invariant Γ-point. Without spin-orbit coupling, the two energy bands
closest to the Fermi energy have opposite parity and come from the p-orbitals of Bi and Se.
In step I, chemical bonding between Bi and Se atoms lifts the energy of Bi states up and
pushes Se states down. In step II, crystal-field splitting between different p orbitals splits the
pz orbitals, which have opposite parity, from the px,y orbitals. Adding spin-orbit interaction
(step III) inverts the ordering of the two opposite-parity bands at the Γ-point. The band
inversion drives a topological phase transition, making the bulk topologically non-trivial.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the surface structure for a time-reversal invariant system that is in
(a) a topologically trivial state, for which the surface state crosses the Fermi energy Ef an
even number of times, and (b) a topologically non-trivial state, for which the surface state
crosses Ef an odd number of times. Figure is from Ref. [1]
Topological insulator edge and surface states
As discussed previously, gapless surface states emerge at the boundary of a topologically
non-trivial material due to the bulk-boundary correspondence. Here, we will look at the
condition for topological protection of the surface states and at the properties of the surface
states. First, according to Kramers’ theorem, the surface states at time-reversal invariant
points must be two-fold degenerate. This degeneracy can be satisfied by having both spin
up and down electrons. However, in materials with spin-orbit coupling, the spin-orbit cou-
pling will lift the degeneracy away from time-reversal invariant points in momenta, forming
gapless surface states at these Dirac points. Whether the surface states in the band gap are
topologically protected or not can be determined by the number of times the surface states
cross the Fermi surface. This is most easily seen in 2D, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. If the
surface state crosses the Fermi energy an even number of times, the surface state can be
pushed out of the band gap (Fig. 1.3a), which corresponds to a trivial state (Z2 invariant of
zero). If there is an odd number of crossings, the surface state cannot be pushed out of the
energy gap (Fig. 1.3b) and are topologically protected (Z2 invariant of one).
Besides their topological protection, another unique feature of the surfaces states of
topological insulators is the spin texture. By time-reversal symmetry, electrons at oppo-
7
Figure 1.4: Schematic of the 3D topological insulator surface state at the Γ-point. The
surface state consists of a gapless 2D Dirac cone with spin-momentum locking. Figure is
from Ref. [4].
site momenta have opposite spins, so the spins are momentum-locked on the Dirac cone;
rather than having both up and down spins at every point on the Fermi surface, the
Dirac cone is spin non-degenerate. The surface state Hamiltonian for a 3D TI is given
by Hsurf = ~vf(σxky − σykx), where vf is the Fermi velocity and ~σ are the Pauli matrices for
spin. Fig. 1.4 shows a schematic of the spin-textured Dirac cone on the surface of a 3D
topological insulator.
Because of spin-momentum locking on the Dirac cone, when an electron makes a 2π
rotation around the Fermi surface, the electron will acquire a non-trivial π Berry phase,
which has implications for electronic transport. For example, when a non-magnetic impurity
is introduced, k to −k scattering is suppressed, which reduces dissipation in the surface states
(resulting in weak anti-localization corrections). The suppressed backscattering comes from
the fact that there are two ways to rotate a spin adiabatically around the impurity, and the
two trajectories interfere destructively, as shown in Fig. 1.5. Alternatively, backscattering
requires a spin flip, but that is also not allowed if time-reversal symmetry is preserved. Hence,
the π Berry phase is another way that the surface states are protected against disorder.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of backscattering in a quantum spin Hall edge. An electron can take
two trajectories around a non-magnetic impurity: clockwise and counter-clockwise. The
two trajectories interfere destructively, which results in suppressed backscattering. Figure is
from Ref. [3].
Experiments on 3D topological insulators
The hunt for candidate topological insulator materials became the focus of intense research
interest following the theoretical proposals for topological insulators. Good candidates are
heavy materials from the bottom of the periodic table, since these will have stronger spin-
orbit coupling. For example, many Bi-based semiconductors have an inverted band structure.
In 2008, Bi1−xSbx was verified as the first 3D topological insulator in ARPES experiments,
which showed the surface band crossing the Fermi energy five times [15], and the spin
texture and non-trivial Berry phase of Bi1−xSbx were measured in spin-resolved ARPES
measurements in 2009 [16]. Soon after, the second generation of 3D topological insulators—
Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, and Sb2Te3—was discovered and was found to have a simpler surface energy
structure [1]. Unlike Bi1−xSbx, the second generation of 3D TIs has a single Dirac cone
on the surface with a large band gap. The experiments in this thesis are based on Bi2Se3
samples, which we discuss more in Chapter 2.
Various types of experimental probes have been used to confirm the existence and prop-
erties of these 3D topological insulator materials. The initial confirmation of 3D topological
insulators is most easily done with surface-sensitive angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES)
measurements, which can detect the gapless spin-momentum locked Dirac cones alongside
gapped bulk states [15, 16, 17]. Though transport experiments are not surface sensitive and
therefore can be hindered by residual bulk channels, the unique behavior of the surface states
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can still be probed using various types of transport measurements. For example, Shubnikov
de Haas oscillations were measured in 3D TI samples, indicating the presence of a high
mobility 2D conduction channel that is consistent with robust surface states [18, 19, 20].
Additionally, Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in 3D TI nanowires have demonstrated the topo-
logical nature of the surface states (which will be discussed further in Ch. 5).
So far, we have discussed the importance of preserving time-reversal symmetry in order
to protect the gapless surface states of 3D TIs, but magnetism is also being purposefully
introduced to topological insulator systems as a way to probe yet newer physics. Very briefly,
adding a magnetic perturbation entails adding a Zeeman term Hmag =
∑
a=x,y,zmaσa so that
the surface Hamiltonian becomes H ′surf = (~vfky +mx)σx + (−~vfkx +my)σy +mzσz, where
ma = gµBa, g is the g-factor, and µ is the Bohr magneton. The mzσz term breaks time-
reversal symmetry, which can introduce a gap to the surface Dirac cone at the Dirac point
and can yield interesting effects like the quantum anomalous Hall effect [22, 23]. For example,
a surface state gap induced by magnetic dopants was observed in Bi2Se3 in Ref. [21]. In
this thesis, we will not be exploring the surface state gap induced by a magnetic mass term
since the chemical potential of our devices are far from this gap. Instead, we will look at
how magnetic fields can be used to control the topological behavior of 3D TI devices. The
effect of the mx,my terms will be presented in Chapter 3 and forms the basis for the work
in Refs. [24, 25].
To conclude our brief introduction to topological insulators: in time-reversal invariant
topological insulators, spin-orbit coupling is a key ingredient for generating topologically pro-
tected surface states with spin-momentum locking. In the past decade, probing the newly
understood electronic behavior of 3D topological insulators has revealed a wealth of inter-
esting physics. In addition to normal transport experiments, introducing superconductivity
to topological insulators also promises to yield unique physics, which is what motivates our
work on superconducting 3D TIs. In the next section, I will provide some background for
the topic of superconductivity.
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1.3 Background on superconductivity
Superconductivity basics
In normal materials, the electrical current is carried by electrons and have a finite resistance
due to the scattering trajectory of the electrons. In 1911, Kamerlingh Onnes observed that
the electrical resistance in mercury goes to zero below a critical temperature Tc. Meissner
and Ochsenfeld then found that not only were these types of metals perfect conductors
but also perfect diamagnets, with magnetic fluxes being expelled from the interior below
Tc. These phenomena were not understood and could not be predicted by the solid state
theories at the time.
In 1957, John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, and Robert Schrieffer developed a microscopic
theory to describe superconductivity. They proposed that dissipationless transport comes
from the condensation of quasi-particles called Cooper pairs, which consist of two electrons
with opposite momenta and spins (k ↑,−k ↓). The Cooper pairs are able to form in the
presence of any attractive interaction between electrons; even weak electron-phonon coupling
is sufficient to overcome Coulomb repulsion and allow the electrons to pair up. Unlike a
single electron, the Cooper pair is not subject to the Pauli exclusion principle and therefore
multiple Cooper pairs can condense to a BCS ground state that is separated from excited
states by an energy gap Eg = 2∆(T ), where ∆(T ) ∝ kBTc
√
1− T/Tc and ∆(0) ≈ 1.76kBTc.






0 (E < ∆) ,
which is depicted in Fig. 1.6a.
Prior to the formation of the BCS theory, Landau and Ginzburg proposed a way to
describe the macroscopic quantum mechanical nature of superconductivity. The Landau-
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: (a) The density of states (horizontal axis) for the superconductor is plotted as
a function of energy E, where µ is the chemical potential and ∆ is the energy gap. (b)
Schematic of Andreev reflection at the N-S interface.
Ginzburg theory is a useful description when the energy gap is inhomogeneous in space: the
superconducting ground state is described by a complex wave function, the order parameter
ψ(r) = |ψ0|eiφ(r) .
The order parameter can also be thought of as describing the center-of-mass momentum of
Cooper pairs. It is noteworthy that the order parameter has both an amplitude |ψ0| and a
phase φ. This superconducting ground state maintains phase coherence over macroscopic
distances, which results in a dissipationless supercurrent.
Superconductivity can extend into a normal metal through the proximity effect, with
Cooper pairs mediating the superconductivity between the superconductor (S) and normal
metal (N). At the SN interface, Andreev reflection occurs: an incident electron with energy
above the Fermi energy and less than the superconducting gap ∆ is retroreflected as a hole
with energy below the Fermi energy in the normal metal, and a Cooper pair with charge
2e forms in the superconductor (Fig. 1.6b). The electron-hole Andreev pair loses its phase




Figure 1.7: (a) Schematic of a superconductor (S)-normal metal (N)-S junction, with elec-
trode spacing d and width W . A perpendicular magnetic field B will generate a Fraunhofer
pattern. (b) Fraunhofer diffraction pattern for an ideal Josephson junction.
Cooper pairs diffusing into the normal metal over a distance of the coherence length ψN . In




, where DN is the diffusion constant in the normal metal, and




Josephson junctions and Fraunhofer patterns
Because of the proximity effect, a supercurrent will flow when two superconductors are
separated by a normal metal (or insulator or superconducting constriction) weak link with
thickness d, where d . ψN . The behavior of the supercurrent in the S-N-S (or S-I-S or S-
c-S) junction was described by Brian Josephson in 1962, who predicted that a supercurrent
Is = Ic sin(∆φ) would flow at zero voltage, where ∆φ is the phase difference between the
Ginzburg-Landau wavefunction of the two superconducting electrodes and critical current
Ic is the maximum current that can be supported in the junction. Josephson also predicted
that ∆φ evolves when a voltage V is applied across the junction (AC Josephson effect):
d(∆φ)/dt = 2eV/~.
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If a magnetic field is added to the junction, ∆φ should be replaced by the gauge invari-
ant phase difference γ = ∆φ− (2π/Φ0)
∫
A · ds, where magnetic flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e.
The conventional Josephson junction current-phase relation is more accurately described by
Is = Ic sin γ. Because of the magnetic vector potential A, the superconducting phase γ will
change in space, which results in a current density that oscillates sinusoidally: Js(x, y) =
Jc sin γ(x, y).
In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field, the critical current can be calculated
by summing up the space-dependent current density. In the case of a junction with uniform
current density and a rectangular junction area, the current density can be calculated as
Js(x) = Jc sin(∆φ− 2e~
∫
A · ds) = Jc sin(∆φ− 2e~ Bxd). Here, we let A = (0, Bx, 0) and take
the path through the bulk of the electrodes, as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1.7a.
The total current flowing in the uniform and rectangular junction can then be calculated:
Is(Φ) =
∫
Js(x) dx = Jc
∫W/2
−W/2 sin(∆φ+ 2eBxd/~) dx. By integrating and maximizing Is(Φ),




where Φ = B ×W × d (Fig. 1.7b). Because the magnetic field will penetrate the supercon-
ducting electrode on the length scale of the London penetration depth λ, d is the effective
spacing between electrodes that takes λ into account: d = dmeasured + 2λ.
Equation 1.3 is the Fraunhofer pattern for an ideal Josephson junction that assumes a
uniform current density and conventional superconductivity in the junction. The character-
istic features of the conventional pattern are a critical current that is at its maximum in the
absence of magnetic field and a critical current dependence on magnetic field that follows
a sin(x)/x oscillatory behavior, with nodes of Ic occurring at Φ = nΦ0. Deviations from
the ideal junction are reflected as a change in the Fraunhofer pattern, making Fraunhofer
spectroscopy a useful tool for probing the nature of the weak link in a Josephson junction.
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Most famously, a circuit containing two Josephson junctions can become a SQUID (super-
conducting quantum interference device), which has applications as a magnetometer or a
current-phase relationship detector, for example. For the work in this thesis, we look at how
single Josephson junctions can be used to study the superconducting states of 3D topological
insulators.
However, due to the sensitive nature of Fraunhofer spectroscopy, great care needs to be
taken in interpreting data when dealing with real experimental systems, which can have
fabrication imperfections or material limitations. For example, one common source of de-
viation that appears in Fraunhofer patterns comes from the flux focusing effect, which is
manifested as Ic nodes that occur at smaller values of Bz than would be expected from
measurements of the junction area dimensions. Due to the prevalence of this deviation (in
this thesis as well as in many other works), it is worth briefly describing the flux focusing
effect here. Because of the Meissner effect, when Bz is applied, the magnetic field will be
expelled from the interior of the superconducting electrode and into the junction area. This
enhances the effective field in the junction and makes the Ic nodes occur at smaller values
of Bz. The nodes can become aperiodic due to the type-II-like nature of superconducting
electrodes used in many experiments, which was extensively studied in Al-InAs/InGaAs-Al
heterostructures by Ref. [28]. In this case, the degree of flux focusing depends on whether the
applied field Bz exceeds Bc1. When Bc2 > Bz > Bc1, some flux can begin to penetrate the
superconducting electrode and the flux focusing effect decreases, hence resulting in variable
node values [28]. Fig. 1.8 shows a Fraunhofer pattern with variable node placements, which
matches a Fraunhofer model that takes into account field-dependent flux focusing parameter
Γ [28]. Despite some of the complications that can arise in experimental systems, the phase
sensitivity of Fraunhofer patterns still makes Fraunhofer spectroscopy a useful way to study
superconductivity in a system.
In addition to being a useful tool, there are still many aspects of superconductivity that
are not well-understood. In particular, searching for novel superconducting states in unique
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Figure 1.8: Field-dependent flux focusing. (Bottom) The Fraunhofer pattern measured on
a Josephson junction with type-II like superconducting electrodes. (Top left) Model of the
flux focusing in the junction area −L/2 < x < L/2 at different values of Bz. The parameter
γ is the local flux focusing parameter, and the dashed line represents no flux focusing.
(Top right) The extracted Fraunhofer pattern (black) has aperiodic nodes and matches the
field-dependent flux focusing model (red) more than it matches the conventional Fraunhofer
pattern (green). Figures are from Ref. [28].
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materials continues to be a research focus, and with the discovery of the nondegenerate spin
bands of topological insulators, a new wave of unconventional superconducting models has
been generated. We discuss one of the main models for unconventional superconductivity
in topological insulators in the next section as well as additional models in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 5.
1.4 Proximity-coupled topological insulators
Now that topological insulators and superconductivity have been introduced, we move on
to what happens in superconducting topological insulators since novel physics is expected
to arise in such a system. There are two main methods of inducing superconductivity in
topological insulators: adding dopants and proximity-coupling topological insulators to an
s-wave superconductor. While there is a lot of interest in the type of superconductivity in-
duced in doped topological insulators (such as Cu-doped Bi2Se3 [29]), in this thesis, we use
3D TIs that are proximity-coupled to a conventional superconductor in a Josephson junction
configuration. I will now provide some background on the proposals for novel superconduct-
ing states in topological insulators [1, 3, 30] and some examples of how Josephson junctions
are a useful platform for studying TIs.
Majorana modes
Much of the excitement surrounding proximity-coupled topological insulators came from the
realization that the spin-momentum locking on the surface means that Cooper pairs can
access half the degrees of freedom compared to a normal metal. In particular, one of the
large motivations behind current topological insulator research is to create a Majorana bound
state. Majorana fermions are exotic half-integer particles that are their own antiparticles
and that can be found in a condensed matter system as emergent excitations.
Superconductors are a promising platform for finding Majorana modes because Cooper
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pairs consist of a superposition of electrons and holes. Typically, Cooper pairs have a
quasiparticle operator d = uc†↑+vc↓ that is not its own antiparticle. However, when the spin
component is removed, this quasiparticle operator and its antiparticle become physically
identical. In such a “spinless” superconductor, a Cooper pair with odd parity satisfies the
Pauli exclusion principle. As a result, the proposals for realizing Majorana modes center
around finding a topological superconductor in (1) a superconducting system with the spin
degree-of-freedom removed that (2) has p-wave-like superconductivity. At the boundary of
these topological superconductors, a zero-energy state can potentially realize the Majorana
mode. Because the Majorana modes occur at the interface between topological and trivial
regimes, Majorana modes have been proposed to be found at the ends of 1D topological
superconductors or in the vortices of 2D topological superconductors. The Majorana modes
form a non-localized fermionic pair, meaning the paired Majorana mode can be spatially
separated. Being able to create Majorana zero-modes would be a promising step towards
the realization of a system with non-Abelian exchange statistics [30].
Fu and Kane presented the first proposal (inspiring many others) to find Majorana modes
in a 3D TI proximity-coupled to an s-wave superconductor [31]. They proposed that in such
a system, the spin-momentum locking on the surface Dirac cone (which lifts spin degener-
acy) and the 2π rotation of the spins on the Dirac cone (which makes it possible for the
conventional s-wave superconductor to induce p-wave like superconductivity in the 3D TI)
are key ingredients for creating a topological superconductor. One proposed approach for
stabilizing Majorana modes in such a topological superconductor is to create a vortex us-
ing a tri-Josephson junction configuration [30, 31]. We will discuss additional proposals for
proximity-coupled 3D TI nanowires in Chapter 5.
One way to detect the zero-energy Majorana state would be to detect its altered current-
phase relation, which becomes 4π periodic instead of 2π periodic. In the current state of
research, multiple groups have successfully proximity-coupled 3D TIs, but there has yet to
be a confirmed “smoking gun” detection of topological superconductivity and the exotic
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Majorana mode in 3D TIs. However, as an aside, we do point out that there have been
large strides in potential detection of MBSs in semiconductor nanowires proximity-coupled
to s-wave superconductors (though they are not topological insulators, these systems take
advantage of strong spin-orbit coupling and a magnetic field to remove the spin degree-of-
freedom in the nanowire) [32, 33].
Josephson junctions as a tool
In addition to hosting potentially unconventional superconductivity, Josephson junctions
are a useful platform for studying superconductivity. For example, one of the first direct
transport probes of the supercurrent distribution of the quantum spin Hall system was made
using Fraunhofer patterns. To do this, Hart et al. observed supercurrents being carried
on the edge of the 2D TI HgTe wells by performing a Fourier analysis on the Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern to extract the supercurrent distribution. At high chemical potentials
(where carriers will populate the bulk), they found a uniform current distribution, but at
low chemical potentials when bulk carriers are depleted, the supercurrent is concentrated at
the edges [34]. A similar technique was used to measure the supercurrent distrubtion in the
2D TI InAs/GaSb [35].
The utility of Josephson junctions and Fraunhofer patterns also comes from their sensi-
tivity to and ability to tune the phase of the order parameter. In the context of the search for
Majorana bound states, phase sensitivity is crucial to detect an anomalous current-phase re-
lationship, which motivates many of the Fraunhofer studies on 3D TIs thus far. For example,
some groups have measured unconventional Fraunhofer behavior on 3D TI Josephson junc-
tions that is not well understood [36, 37]. On the other hand, other groups have measured
Fraunhofer patterns on 3D TIs with features that can be explained by geometric effects or
features that are predominantly conventional, as seen in Fig. 1.9 [19, 20, 38, 39]. The abun-
dance of unconventional as well as conventional Fraunhofer patterns suggests that further
work is needed to understand and clarify Fraunhofer patterns measured on proximity-coupled
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3D TIs. The difficulty of unambiguously detecting an unconventional current-phase relation
likely comes from the fact that (a) the nontrivial zero-energy modes are few compared to
the other gapped trivial modes (conventional Andreev bound states will dominate), (b) the
nontrivial regime is difficult to probe due to material constraints (such as the size of the
bulk gap and the transparency of the superconductor-TI interface), and (c) other factors
that have yet to be understood.
Figure 1.9: A conventional Fraunhofer pattern measured on an Al-Bi1.33Sb0.67Se3-Al junction
at different backgate voltages Vg. Figure is from Ref. [38].
1.5 Thesis outline
This leaves us at the point where we can discuss our studies on proximity-coupled Bi2Se3
junctions. First, an outline of the thesis:
In Chapter 2, we discuss the methods used for the transport experiments presented in
this thesis, touching on material choices, fabrication steps, and general measurement set-
up. Some device characteristics that are representative of the measured Bi2Se3 Josephson
junctions are also presented. Section 2.5 also deals with the issue of bulk conductivity; we
discuss previous transport work that demonstrate how supercurrents are largely carried on
the surface states as well as techniques used to mitigate bulk conduction as much as possible.
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After discussing the experimental techniques, we present our work on proximity-coupled
Bi2Se3. We begin with Chapters 3-4, which are concerned with Fraunhofer spectroscopy on
Bi2Se3 Josephson junctions. Chapter 3 is adapted from previously published work [24], in
which we detect an evolving Fraunhofer pattern when the 3D TI junction is in the presence
of an in-plane magnetic field By. The results can be understood through a finite momentum
pairing model that takes into account an induced shift in the Dirac cones and an accumulated
Aharanov-Bohm phase. In Section 3.4, we also introduce the importance of considering
device geometry when deciphering anomalous Fraunhofer pattern signals. Simulations that
take into account both the finite momentum pairing model and geometric effects match
experimental data very well.
After establishing the utility of Fraunhofer spectroscopy for studying superconducting
states of 3D TIs in Chapter 3, we use Chapter 4 to complete our discussion on Fraunhofer
spectroscopy by highlighting some of the limitations of this technique. In particular, the
data in Section 4.2 show sample-to-sample variation when an in-plane magnetic field Bx
(which is orthogonal to By) is applied to Bi2Se3 Josephson junctions. Due to the ambiguity
of Fraunhofer studies in many works, we also look at Fraunhofer patterns in the absence of
any in-plane magnetic fields in Section 4.3. Along with Section 3.4, Section 4.3 demonstrates
the need to take into account imperfections in the experimental set-up to be able to more
fully take advantage of Fraunhofer spectroscopy.
Finally, Chapter 5 focuses on proximity-coupled Bi2Se3 nanowires. We provide back-
ground on topological insulator nanowire studies and motivate the study of superconducting
topological insulator nanowires. We first present preliminary gating data on chemically
doped and undoped nanowires in Section 5.3, and then we finish by looking at the effect of




The work in this thesis comes from performing low-temperature transport experiments on
3D topological insulator Josephson junctions. A large part of the experimental work involved
the fabrication of superconducting topological insulator junctions, so I will first talk about
the materials we used for the junctions and motivate some of the fabrication choices that
were made. I will then give a description of the fabrication steps, the measurement set-up,
and some general device characteristics. Finally, the last section focuses on experimental
techniques that are used to mitigate bulk channels, which is a prevalent problem in transport
experiments on 3D topological insulators.
2.1 Choosing Josephson junction materials
Topological insulator material
The defining feature of a 3D topological insulator is its electronic band structure: bulk states
with additional Dirac cones that make up the surface states. As discussed in the previous
chapter, the second generation 3D TIs have a single Dirac cone and a large band gap. In
particular, Bi2Se3 has become a popular topological insulator case study due to its relatively
large bulk band gap of 300 meV, which corresponds to 3600 K and therefore means that the
topological properties can potentially be seen at high temperatures [17]. Fig. 2.1a shows a
representative ARPES plot for Bi2Se3. However, there is no intrinsic reason for the Fermi
energy of 3D TIs to start out near the Dirac point or even in the bulk gap. Crystal defects
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) ARPES measurement of Bi2Se3, which shows the bulk states and gapless
surface states (SS). Figure is from Ref. [17]. (b) Crystal structure of Bi2Se3 showing the
quintuple layer structure. Figure is from Ref. [40].
and doping push the Fermi energy of Bi2Se3 and other topological insulators out of the
bulk gap and into the conduction and valence bands [4]. In the case of Bi2Se3, the defects
come in the form of Se-vacancies, which shift the Fermi energy into the conduction band
so that bulk conduction dominates and obscures the surface state behavior. In Section 2.5,
some experimental techniques that are used to mitigate the bulk conduction issue will be
presented.
In addition to the specific type of topological insulator, experiments can also utilize
either crystals of topological insulators or films grown on substrates; both methods have
their advantages and disadvantages. For example, in the case of MBE-grown thin films,
the thickness and shape of the topological insulator samples are controllable, which is a
useful feature for scaling up the quantity of devices made per chip. However, because of the
nature of film growth, thin Bi2Se3 films can have growth defects, which results in surfaces
with pyramidal terraces [41]. Furthermore, grown films need to be etched to define features,
which introduces additional damage and defects to the surfaces [42].
Instead of using MBE-grown Bi2Se3, we cleave thin flakes of Bi2Se3 from a bulk crystal
through an “exfoliation” process. The “exfoliation” process is possible because of the crystal
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Figure 2.2: The bulk carrier density is extracted from the Hall data taken on Bi2Se3 crystals
used to make the devices in this thesis. Figure is from Ref. [24]
structure of Bi2Se3 (Figure 2.1b): Bi2Se3 crystals consist of a stack of ∼1 nm thick quintuple
layers. The coupling within a quintuple layer is strong and separate quintuple layers are
coupled together with a weak van der Waals-type bond. Exfoliation cleaves the Bi2Se3 in
sets of quintuple layers and therefore yields samples with flatter surfaces.
The single crystals used in the experiments discussed in this thesis are grown by Gregory
MacDougall’s group. The crystals are grown using a modified fusion-resolidification method
that incorporates excess Se in order to reduce the amount of Se vacancies in the crystal and
lower bulk carrier densities [43]. Hall data taken on the crystals by D. Reig-i-Plessis, shown
in Fig. 2.2, demonstrate a bulk carrier density of n ∼ 5× 1017cm−3. ARPES measurements
have been made in a previous work on crystals similar to the ones used in these experiments,
and they show that the Fermi energy is close to the bulk gap [43].
Superconductor material
To choose an appropriate superconductor for the S-TI-S Josephson junctions, we looked
for materials with a large superconducting gap that can be easily incorporated into the
fabrication process. For these reasons, we turned to different Nb-based superconductors.
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Figure 2.3: SEM image of poor contact between Bi2Se3 and evaporated Nb. Bi2Se3 that has
been pulled away from the substrate is outlined in purple.
Niobium is a type-II superconductor with the highest critical temperature (Tc ∼ 9.2 K) of
the elemental superconductors and with critical magnetic field Bc ∼ 0.8 T. In order to tune
the superconducting states of Josephson junctions and the band structure of nanowires, large
magnetic fields are needed, so the alloy NbTi(N), which has a critical magnetic field Bc2 > 9
T, is a better superconducting candidate. Depending on the quality of the film, the critical
temperature of NbTi(N) ranges from Tc ∼ 8.5−9 K for NbTi and Tc ∼ 12−13 K for NbTiN.
For a film with Tc ∼ 8.5K, the superconducting energy gap of NbTi is ∆NbTi ∼ 1.3 meV.
As a first test, we deposited Nb using ebeam evaporation to contact exfoliated Bi2Se3 and
found that the deposition process resulted in mechanically strained Nb films, which creates
non-continuous devices. Because of excessive strain in the evaporated Nb film, a force is
exerted on the exfoliated Bi2Se3. When the force from the Nb exceeds the van der Waals
force holding the Bi2Se3 to the substrate, the Bi2Se3 is peeled away from the substrate by the
Nb, as seen in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 2.3. Using sputtered Nb
mitigates the issue of strain in the film. However, sputtering (which is a conformal deposition
process) makes the fabrication process less pristine than when electrodes are deposited with
ebeam evaporation (which is a directional deposition process). Ultimately, the electrodes of
final devices used in experiments are made with sputtered NbTi and NbTiN alloys.
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2.2 Fabrication of Josephson junctions
I will now delineate the process of making Josephson junctions with exfoliated Bi2Se3 flakes
and NbTi(N) superconducting electrodes (Fig. 2.4). Samples are made on highly n-doped
Si substrates capped with 300 nm SiO2, and the Si and SiO2 act as the backgate electrode
and the dielectric, respectively. Thin layers of Bi2Se3 are cleaved from a bulk sample and
transferred to the SiO2 substrate using scotch tape. This process, known as the “scotch
tape” method, may seem primitive and messy, but it has yielded very pristine samples made
from a variety of materials like graphene, other dichalcogenides, and boron nitride [44].
Figure 2.4: Fabrication process for making a 3D TI-NbTi(N) Josephson junction.
After transferring the cleaved crystals to the substrate, samples with the appropriate
geometry are contacted with superconducting electrodes. This is done by first identifying
samples in the optical microscope and then measuring the thicknesses using atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Figure 2.5 is an AFM image of a representative Bi2Se3 flake. Flakes are
chosen so that they are thin enough to minimize bulk carriers (typically t < 30 nm). Ref.
[45] found that when Bi2Se3 is too thin (thickness t < 7 nm), a hybridization gap is induced
in the surface state’s band structure [45]. Because of this, the flakes also need to be thick
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Figure 2.5: AFM image (left) and a line section (right) of exfoliated Bi2Se3. The Bi2Se3 is
∼ 8 nm thick and has a relatively flat surface.
enough so that the top and bottom surfaces do not hybridize. After flakes are identified,
the electrodes are made using standard ebeam lithography and metal deposition techniques.
The electrodes are defined in a bilayer polymer layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
using ebeam lithography and developed in a 1:3 isopropanol:methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)
bath. The sample surface is then briefly milled with Ar+ ions to clean off residual polymers
and, without breaking vacuum, NbTi(N) is sputtered onto the sample using a dc power
supply. We sputter electrodes with average thicknesses telectrode > 40 nm. Sputtering is a
conformal deposition process, so the PMMA sidewalls are often coated with metal. Because
of this, when the PMMA layer is dissolved, thin flaps of metal can potentially create shorts
across the junction. We have found that dissolving the PMMA in heated acetone agitates
the liquid around the junction and therefore reduces the risk of shorts.
At this point, the fabrication steps are finished, and electrostatic discharge precautions
need to be taken from here on out due to the sensitive nature of the Josephson junction
devices. Substrates are bonded onto a chip carrier using fast drying silver paint. The chip
carrier is plugged into the cold finger, and connections from the chip carrier to the electrodes
are made using a wedge bonder (wedge bonder parameters are set to a delicate setting to
avoid breaking down the SiO2 dielectric).
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2.3 Measurement set-up
Measurements are made in an Oxford Triton dry dilution refrigerator, which has a base
temperature of ∼ 25 mK and a three-axis vector magnet that allows us to apply magnetic
fields in different orientations. The fridge has in-line RC boards to the samples in order to
filter out noise. Data is collected with LABVIEW programs and analyzed in OriginPro.
For most devices, we perform a quasi-four point measurement to measure the differential
resistance dV /dI of the Bi2Se3 (Fig. 2.6). Some devices were measured in a 2- or 3-point
configuration due to bonds coming off during the cooldown; in these cases, appropriate line
resistances are subtracted from the data. A 1 MΩ resistor is used to convert a voltage
to a current, and a home-built summation box adds together a low frequency AC voltage
from a Standards Research (SR) 830 lock-in amplifier and a DC voltage from a National
Instruments data acquisition device (DAQ). The voltage drop is measured across the junc-
tion with the SR830 after passing the signal through an Ithaco voltage pre-amplifier. The
resistance between the current and voltage electrodes can be ignored when the electrodes
are superconducting. The backgate voltage was supplied by a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of the quasi-four point measurement set-up.
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2.4 General device characteristics
The Bi2Se3-NbTi(N) junctions studied in this thesis have varying geometries. The Bi2Se3
thickness t is measured using an AFM. The electrode spacing d and average width W are
measured using an SEM after the low temperature transport experiments have been run on
the samples, unless otherwise specified. Here, we show some representative characteristics of
the superconducting Bi2Se3 junctions. The normal conductance G of the junctions at ∼ 25
mK are plotted in Fig. 2.7a and show a roughly linear dependence with A/d, where A is the
cross-sectional area. This corresponds to G = A
d
σbulk + σsurface, where σ is the conductivity
and contact resistance should be small because the electrodes are still superconducting.
By performing a linear fit and extracting the intercept at A/d = 0, we can estimate an
approximate surface conductivity σsurface ∼ 25e2/h.
Junctions typically begin to superconduct when T . 1 K, as shown in Fig. 2.7b. In
some devices, additional features in the shoulders of the dV/dI curves begin to develop
for temperatures above ∼ 700 mK, which was also seen in Ref. [36]. Fig. 2.7c shows a
representative IV curve of a superconducting junction at the base temperature with critical
current Ic ∼ 750 nA.
In the Ginzburg-Landau theory (which is most valid near Tc), it can be shown that
IcRN ∝ ∆ and that IcRN is independent of geometry in the short junction limit, where RN
is the normal resistance. In fact, at low temperatures, Kulik and Omel’yanchuk predicted
that IcRN will increase, making it a good lower bound [5, 46]. Hence, the IcRN product
has been used as a good indicator of whether a Josephson junction is close to ideal [5]. In
our junctions, we found that IcRN varied from 10 to 110 µeV, which are all significantly
lower than ∆NbTi & 1.3 meV but comparable to the IcRN product measured in other 3D
TI Josephson junctions [20]. Reduced IcRN products may be due to various factors, such
as a reduced RN from normal transport being shunted through the bulk [19] or low contact




Figure 2.7: (a) Normal conductance G of Bi2Se3 junctions with different geometries. G
follows a roughly linear dependence on A/d. (b) Critical current Ic dependence on T shows
that the junctions are superconducting below T ∼ 1 K. (c) A representative IV curve for a
device, with Ic ∼ 750 nA. (d) When Bz is applied to the junction, a Fraunhofer pattern with
roughly conventional features is measured. Hysteresis in Ic is most likely due to heating in
the junction.
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exhibit conventional Fraunhofer features when an out-of-plane field Bz is applied.
A representative Fraunhofer pattern is shown in Fig. 2.7d, which has a large central
peak at Bz = 0 and decaying side peaks as Bz is increased. One of the features evident
in Fig. 2.7d is hysteresis in the critical current Ic, which is most often attributed to ei-
ther an underdamped junction or self-heating. In the RCSJ (resistively and capacitively
shunted Josephson junction) model, a Josephson junction is considered underdamped when
the Stewart-McCumber parameter β is large, i.e. β =
2eIcR2NC
~  1, where C is the shunt
capacitance [5]. The shunt capacitance can come from the capacitance between the contact
pads and the backgate electrode (C ≈ εrε0WSCWdevice
tSiO2
, where εr = 3.9 for SiO2, ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity, WSC is the width of the superconducting electrodes, Wdevice is the width of the
junction, and tSiO2 is the thickness of the SiO2) and the smaller capacitance value that comes
from the capacitance between the two superconducting electrodes (C ≈ ε0tSCWSC
d
, where tSC
is the thickness of the superconducting electrodes). We find that β < 0.005 for our devices,
so we are in the overdamped regime. The hysteresis also disappears when Ic is small, so
the hysteresis most likely comes from self-heating in the junction, as seen in previous works
[39, 47, 48]. Another effect that is often measured in our Fraunhofer patterns is that the
nodes of the Fraunhofer patterns are often at smaller values of Bz than would be expected
given the area dimensions of the junction. This effect has been seen in multiple experiments
with Fraunhofer patterns and comes from flux focusing effects [28, 47]. Finally, some of the
Fraunhofer patterns that we have measured exhibit other non-conventional features, which
will be the topic of Section 4.3.
2.5 Common techniques to minimize bulk channels
One of the main issues facing transport experiments on 3D topological insulators is the fact
that the chemical potential typically does not start out in the bulk band gap. For example,
Bi2Se3 samples are often plagued by Se-vacancies, which n-dopes the sample. Environmental
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aging and fabrication also further n-dope the sample [4, 49]. Though the Fermi energy
of Bi2Se3 tends to start in the conduction band, multiple groups have used a variety of
techniques to tune the Fermi energy to the Dirac point in the bulk band gap, which is
manifested as an ambipolar transport regime when a gate voltage sweeps through a range of
chemical potentials [38, 50, 51]. One method to reduce the contribution from bulk channels
in transport experiments is by modifying the crystal growth to bring the Fermi energy closer
to the bulk band gap. This technique includes growing intrinsically-doped crystals (like Ca-
doped [52, 53, 54] or Sb-doped Bi2Se3 [38, 55]) or increasing the Se:Bi ratio to compensate
for the inevitable Se-vacancies [56].
Another common technique is to use thin or nanowire-like Bi2Se3, which increases the
surface to bulk ratio. For this reason, many transport experiments on Bi2Se3 are done on
thin flakes. In addition to reducing bulk carriers, it has been shown that using thin Bi2Se3
also results in a strong electrostatic coupling between the top and bottom surfaces, which
locks the two surface potentials together and makes it possible to tune the chemical potential
through the Dirac point with a single global backgate [51]. We look more closely at nanowire
gating studies in Chapter 5.
Finally, there are experimental indications that suggest that the surface state signal is
enhanced when the 3D TI becomes superconducting. While it is difficult to definitively prove
that supercurrent transport is predominantly carried by the surface of the 3D TI, there is
a significant body of data that is consistent with surface-dominated supercurrents, even in
the case when normal conductivity is shunted through the bulk [19, 20, 38, 47, 57, 58]. For
example, multiple groups [19, 20, 57] have found that despite the presence of bulk carriers
(e.g. n = 8.3×1019 cm−3 in Ref. [19]), the Ic dependence on temperature T follows a ballistic
behavior and is suggestive of surface transport. The Ic vs. T plots from these previous works
look similar to a representative Ic vs. T plot of samples used in our experiments, as shown
in Fig. 2.8, with Ic dropping off sharply below T ∼ 600 mK. The slope of the curve around
T ∼ 600 mK also changes, which Ref. [57] attributed to the suppression of contributions
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Figure 2.8: Critical current versus temperature showing (a) ballistic transport for Bi2Se3
Josephson junctions, adapted from Ref. [20] and (b) transition from ballistic (blue) to dif-
fusive (red) transport in Ca-doped Bi2Se3 SQUIDs from Ref. [57]. The inset highlights a
change in slope around T ∼ 600 mK. (c) Representative plot for our Bi2Se3 devices, which




Figure 2.9: Gate sweeps for Bi2Se3 devices exhibiting n-doped behavior. The degree to
which resistance changes with the gate voltage varies from device to device. (a)-(b) Critical
current and resistance dependence on Vg for a t ∼ 21 nm device shows the largest change in
resistance of the devices measured in this thesis without extrinsic doping. Idc = 300 nA is
applied in (b). (c) R vs. Vg for a device with a thin Bi2Se3. Idc = 1.2 µA. (d) R vs. Vg for a
nanowire-like device, Idc = 100 nA. The large resistance change and resistance fluctuations
are representative of other nanowire-like devices.
from an additional trivial 2DEG surface state and enhancement of the non-trivial states
at lower temperatures. Furthermore, Cho et al. previously studied supercurrent transport
in Bi2Se3 by comparing experimental data and simulations. In doing so, they found that
(1) the supercurrent’s dependence on chemical potential follows the surface density of state
profile and (2) while the bulk is largely inert to disorder, simulations of supercurrents decay
rapidly when disorder is added equally to the bulk and surface. Both of these simulations
suggest surface-dominated transport that is protected by the crystal [38].
For the results presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and most of Chapter 5, we rely on (1)
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using crystals with excess Se, (2) using thin flakes, and (3) proximity-coupling the flakes to
reduce the bulk contribution to the supercurrent signal. For these devices, the gating range
is typically small and the samples could not be tuned to the Dirac point. Some example
gating behaviors are shown in Fig. 2.9, where a bias current Idc drives the junction into the
normal regime for the R vs. Vg plots. As would be expected for an n-doped semiconductor,
the resistance increases and Ic decreases for negative gate voltage Vg as the bulk carriers are
depleted.
However, the gating behavior varies from device to device. For example, Fig. 2.9a and
Fig. 2.9b show a device (t ∼ 21 nm, W ∼ 500 nm, d ∼ 270 nm) that has a large change in
R as Vg becomes more negative. In comparison, the data taken in Fig. 2.9c is for another
device (t ∼ 11 nm, W ∼ 240 nm, d ∼ 1.93µm) whose resistance does not seem to respond
to the gate potential. Fig. 2.9d shows data taken on a device (t ∼ 24 nm, W ∼ 140 nm,
L ∼ 480 nm) that is more nanowire-like and is representative of the gating behavior of other
nanowire-like devices: the resistance changes more significantly and there are also resistance
oscillations that are reproducible and have a magnitude ∆G ∼ e2/h. These oscillations are
suggestive of universal conductance fluctuations (in larger samples, the electron interference
effects would be averaged out [59]).
The effectiveness of the backgate potential in changing normal resistance is influenced by
the initial doping of the device and the geometry of the sample (due to screening of the gate
potential by the electrodes, the amount of bulk carriers, the gate capacitance, etc.). Though
nanowire samples seem to be easier to gate in general, we did not see a clear correlation
between the geometry of the sample and the degree to which R is changed by a backgate. In
general, though, I can say that the Fraunhofer spectroscopy devices presented in this thesis
have not been tuned to the Dirac point, so additional techniques are needed to improve the
gating ability of our devices. In the Appendix, we discuss the use of extrinsic doping in an
attempt to tune the chemical potential to the Dirac point.
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Chapter 3
Finite momentum Cooper pairing in
3D topological insulator Josephson
junctions
In this chapter, we will be looking at a potential mechanism for unconventional super-
conductivity, one that arises at the confluence of magnetism and superconductivity in a 3D
topological insulator. We probe the phase of Cooper pairs by generating Fraunhofer patterns
with an out-of-plane field, and we find that adding an in-plane field distorts the Fraunhofer
patterns. The evolution of the Fraunhofer patterns is suggestive of a spatially oscillating
superconducting order parameter phase, which we call a finite momentum shift.
After giving a brief introduction to finite momentum Cooper pairing and describing the
experimental set-up, I will discuss how the Fraunhofer pattern evolves as a parallel in-plane
magnetic fieldBy is applied. Experimental data shows that the intensity of superconductivity
is shifted in the Fraunhofer pattern as the in-plane field is increased. To determine the
origin of the Fraunhofer evolution, our theory collaborators Moon Jip Park and Matthew
Gilbert led the theoretical analysis. We propose Zeeman modulation and flux modulation
effects as two potential origins for a finite momentum shift, and theoretical simulations
performed by Park and Gilbert are presented to compare with the data. I will then discuss
the asymmetric signatures that arise in the experimental data, again comparing data to
simulations performed by Park and Gilbert to demonstrate how geometry effects need to be
taken into account to simulate realistic samples. Finally, future experimental work will be
proposed. The work in this chapter was published in Ref. [24].
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3.1 Background
As discussed previously, the Cooper pair state can be described by a superconducting order
parameter ∆(r) = |∆(r)|eiφ(r). In the conventional BCS theory of superconductivity, Cooper
pairs form an isotropic condensate with opposite spins and a zero center-of-mass momentum
[60]. Fig. 3.1a depicts the conventional Cooper pair state (k ↑,−k ↓). When a magnetic field
is applied, the field couples to the electron spins so that in a large field, the degeneracy of the
Fermi surface is lifted. Large enough magnetic fields can break apart the Cooper pair and kill
superconductivity. In other words, when the Zeeman energy exceeds the superconducting
condensation energy, superconductivity is destroyed [61, 62].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Schematics of (a) a conventional Cooper pair with a zero center-of-mass momen-
tum and (b) a Cooper pair exhibiting a finite momentum shift.
Because magnetic fields align electron spins, one could naively guess that magnetic fields
and Cooper pairs—which consist of two anti-aligned electron spins—are incompatible. In
the 1960s, Fulde-Ferrell and Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) independently developed a theory
for a novel state that preserves superconductivity in large magnetic fields beyond the critical
Zeeman field. The FFLO theory forgoes the assumption that the center-of-mass momentum
of a Cooper pair is zero. In this situation, the Cooper pairs can form a new state when
the Fermi surfaces are Zeeman split: (k ↑,−k + q ↓). The result is a Cooper pair with a
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finite center-of-mass momentum as depicted in Fig. 3.1b, which makes the order parameter
oscillate in real space [63, 64]. More specifically, the FFLO state has two components: the
FF state corresponds to modulation of the order parameter phase and LO corresponds to
modulation of the pairing amplitude [63, 64, 65].
However, the FFLO state is unstable. For example, impurities and the orbital pair break-
ing effect are both detrimental to the FFLO state. Strongly type-II superconductors like the
heavy fermion compound CeCoIn5 [66, 67] and BEDTTTF-based organic superconductors
[68, 69, 70] have been proposed as potential candidates that can mitigate the stability issue
of the FFLO state, but the experimental signatures in those systems rely on thermodynamic
signatures and have been scant and controversial [61, 62].
Materials with anisotropic Fermi surfaces are another promising system to look for FFLO
states. One way to generate anisotropy in the Fermi surface—and thereby stabilize the FFLO
state—is to introduce strong spin-orbit coupling because strong spin-orbit coupling lifts the
degeneracy in the Fermi surfaces and therefore makes the system more amenable to a finite
momentum phase [71, 72, 73]. For example, this was explored in a recent work by Hart
et al. in HgTe quantum wells [25]. In this work, HgTe quantum wells are tuned into the
electron-doped regime so that the supercurrent is carried in the bulk and not just on the
edges (the data in the quantum spin Hall regime was more difficult to interpret). With the
application of an in-plane magnetic field, the superconducting state can be modulated. Hart
et al. modeled the evolution of the superconducting state by incorporating the fact that
there is strong Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling in the electron-doped regime of HgTe wells.
The role of the Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling is to lift the degeneracy in the Fermi surfaces
in a way that induces an LO-like transition at high in-plane magnetic fields [25].
3D topological insulators provide a unique platform for probing an unconventional FFLO
state due to their non-degenerate surface states. 3D TIs not only have strong spin-orbit
coupling but also non-degenerate and spin-momentum locked Dirac cones on the surfaces,
which would naturally shift uni-directionally under the application of an in-plane magnetic
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field [65, 71]. Even though transport measurements in normal 3D TIs are often complicated
by the presence of bulk carriers, there is experimental consensus that the metallic surface
state dominates transport in a proximity-coupled TI even when the bulk is not depleted of
carriers, as discussed in Section 2.5.
3.2 Experimental set-up
In order to study the superconducting behavior of a 3D topological insulator in magnetic
fields, we use Fraunhofer spectroscopy on a superconducting Bi2Se3 junction. We measure
the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern in 5 different devices. The devices vary in flake
thicknesses (t = 9 to 21 nm) and junction dimensions, as shown in Table 3.1. They are
set up in a quasi-four point configuration, as discussed in Section 2.3, with superconducting
NbTi(N) electrodes that have average thicknesses of ∼ 40 − 46 nm. The AFM image of













1 9 860 140 770 1.07
2 11 1930 240 1530 1.04
3 12 570 160 910 1.15
4 21 500 270 810 1.00
5 18 940 220 810 1.04
Table 3.1: Dimensions for devices 1-5.
Out-of-plane magnetic field Bz is applied to the superconducting junction to generate a
Fraunhofer pattern. A representative Fraunhofer pattern in the absence of any in-plane fields
is shown in Fig. 3.2b for device 1: there is a central peak with maximum critical current Ic
and decaying side peaks, as is expected for a conventional Fraunhofer pattern.
On first glance, if we were to naively use junction area measurements obtained from
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Measurement configuration and device 1 Fraunhofer pattern. (a) AFM image
of the S-TI-S Josephson junction: superconducting leads (white) on a Bi2Se3 flake (yellow)
exfoliated onto a substrate (red). Measurement scheme and magnetic field configurations
are also shown. (b) Conventional Fraunhofer pattern for device 1 (t ∼ 9 nm, d ∼ 140 nm,
and W ∼ 920 nm). The conventional pattern has a principal peak at Bz = 0. Figures are
from Ref. [24].
an SEM image, the locations of the Fraunhofer nodes seem to deviate from the expected
locations at Bz =
nΦ0
A
, where n is an integer, magnetic flux quantum Φ0 =
h
2e
, and A is the
area of the junction [5]. However, the variable node spacing comes from a field-dependent
flux focusing, as discussed in Section 1.3. To consistently define the electrode spacing in this
chapter, we use A = Wd, where W is the width of the electrode measured in an SEM image
and d is the effective distance. We extract the effective distance d from the average value of
the first Fraunhofer nodes: d = Φ0
Bz,firstnodeW
. We find that d is enhanced substantially due to
flux focusing, as shown in Table 3.1.
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3.3 Fraunhofer pattern evolution due to in-plane
magnetic field By
Experimental data
We can now look at what happens to the Fraunhofer pattern when an in-plane magnetic field
is applied. In particular, we focus on the case of in-plane field along the current direction By,
which yields data that is consistent with a finite momentum shift. When By is introduced to
the devices, the conventional Fraunhofer pattern is modulated. There are three main forms
of modulation: (1) the Fraunhofer pattern is shifted along the Bz direction, which will be
discussed in Section 3.4, (2) the Fraunhofer pattern signal has a slight asymmetry across
Bz = 0, which will be discussed in Section 3.4, and (3) Ic of the side peaks increase while Ic
of the central peak decreases as By is increased, which will be discussed in this section.
Instead of monitoring the Fraunhofer pattern evolution by measuring Ic as a function of
Bz at multiple values of By, we can apply a small AC excitation (with zero DC current) and
measure the differential resistance dV /dI vs. Bz and By, similar to in Ref. [25]. This method
is a more efficient way of measuring the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern as a function of
By, and it results in a 2D resistance map, where lower values of dV /dI correspond to higher
Ic values and vice versa.
For example, Fig. 3.3 shows dV /dI vs. Bz at By = 0 and at By = 350 mT. In these plots,
the areas of low resistance, which we have labeled in red for the positive Bz side, correspond
to peaks in Ic in the Fraunhofer pattern. The top plot, taken at By = 0, is representative
of the Ic vs. Bz Fraunhofer pattern shown in Fig. 3.2b. The slight shift along Bz is due
to an offset in the magnet. Besides this artifact, like in the Fraunhofer pattern, dV /dI vs.
Bz is fairly symmetric across the central peak, and the conventional Fraunhofer oscillations
are measured in the form of periodic dips in resistance. At higher values of Bz, the zero
resistance states are lifted to a finite resistance as dips #2 through #6 become progressively
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Figure 3.3: dV /dI vs. Bz for device 1, which is reflective of the I vs. Bz Fraunhofer pattern.
Curves are taken by applying an AC excitation and zero DC current at By = 0 (top) and
By = 350 mT (bottom). The oscillatory low resistance dips correspond to the oscillations of




Figure 3.4: Device 1 Fraunhofer evolution. (a) Evolution of the Fraunhofer patterns for
device 1. (b) Fraunhofer evolution for device 1 that has been rotated so that the lobe
minima are vertical, making it easier to compare across samples. There is a side branch
feature that develops as By is applied to the junction, which can be quantified as a line with
slope m (dashed line). Black dots mark approximate locations of minimum resistance at
different side lobes as a guide to the eye. Figures are from Ref. [24].
more resistive, likely because of heating in the junction as the field is increased. Therefore,
the top plot is a 1D line cut that illustrates how superconductivity in the absence of in-plane
fields is strongest near Bz = 0 and becomes increasingly weak as more out-of-plane flux
quantum are applied to the junction.
The bottom plot of Fig. 3.3 is taken at a finite in-plane field value of By = 350 mT,
and there are multiple changes in dV /dI vs. Bz due to the in-plane field. First, the curve
shifts along Bz. There is also an asymmetry in the resistance dips across the center of the
curve. Finally, unlike at By = 0, the side dips at By = 350 mT do not become progressively
more resistive. For example, on the positive Bz side, dip #4 is less resistive compared with
dips #3 and #5. This suggests that when By is increased, the superconductivity strength
at certain values of Bz is enhanced in an unexpected manner.
The 2D resistance map of dV /dI vs. Bz vs. By in Fig. 3.4a shows the full evolution of
the Fraunhofer pattern for device 1. The shifting of the Fraunhofer pattern along Bz for
increasing values of By is manifested as an overall tilt in the data. The asymmetry across
the central lobe of the 2D resistance map can also be seen. This asymmetry is most evident
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.5: Evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern for devices 2-4. The data for these devices
have similar qualitative features.
in the first side lobes, which starts at Bz ≈ 6 mT for the right lobe and Bz ≈ −2 mT for the
left lobe when By = 0: the superconductivity of the right side lobe persists up to By ∼ 400
mT while the superconductivity of the left side lobe is suppressed above By ∼ 200 mT.
The tilt and asymmetry come from trivial geometric sources—uneven junction widths and
nonuniform flux focusing—that we will discuss in Section 3.4.
Besides the tilt in the resistance map and the asymmetry in the signal, we also observe an
additional side branch feature in the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern in Fig. 3.4a; at By =
0, the intensity of superconductivity is maximum at the central lobe, but as By is increased,
the intensity is transferred outwards to higher values of Bz as evidenced by low resistance
regions emerging at finite values of By, which we call “lifted side lobes.” The emergence of a
side branch due to the lifted side lobes becomes more evident if the tilt in the 2D resistance
map is removed by rotating the graph until the lobe minima are vertical, as shown in Fig.
3.4b. The approximate locations of the minima of the lifted side lobes are marked as a guide
to the eye to demonstrate how there is indeed a transfer of superconductivity intensity as
By is increased. A slope for the side branch can be approximated from these minima, which
is illustrated by the dashed black line in Fig. 3.4b.
We see the Fraunhofer patterns evolve as By is increased in other samples as well. The
2D resistance maps for devices 2-4 are shown in Fig. 3.5. Just like for device 1, there is
an overall tilt in the data. In addition to the tilt, there are varying degrees of asymmetry
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Figure 3.6: Data (left) and simulation (right) for the Fraunhofer evolution of device 1. The
two plots match each other very closely.
across the central lobe, with the asymmetry being the greatest in device 3 and minimal
in device 4. Finally, in all three 2D resistance maps, the intensity of superconductivity is
transferred outwards at increasing values of By as low resistance regions appear to the sides
of the central lobe.
The modulations seen in the 2D resistance maps can be attributed to two physical origins:
non-ideal junction geometry and finite momentum pairing. In fact, by taking into account
both of these factors, the data can be simulated very closely, as shown for device 1 in Fig.
3.6. The non-ideal junction geometry results in the tilt and asymmetric features that modify
the general evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern (the topic of Section 3.4). We find that the
main modulation—the transfer of superconductivity intensity as By is increased—is evidence
of finite momentum pairing, which is discussed below.
Modeling Josephson junction with finite momentum pairing
We will now elucidate the physics governing the main evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern
seen above. This will be done by considering potential origins for the Fraunhofer evolution
and then presenting simulations that end up matching closely with the data. Theoretical
calculations and simulations in this section were led by Moon Jip Park and Matthew Gilbert.
First, to understand what happens to the spin-momentum locked surface states of a 3D
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Figure 3.7: The shifted Fermi surface and spin texture (red arrows) of the TI due to a finite
Zeeman effect. To form a spin singlet, Cooper pairs acquire a non-zero center of momentum,
as indicated by the purple arrow. Figure is from Ref. [24].
TI in the presence of magnetic fields, we can look at the Hamiltonian that describes the low-
energy surface states HDirac = ~vf(kyσx − kxσy), where vf is the Fermi velocity of the Dirac
cone and σi represents spin. The Hamiltonian will change when a magnetic perturbation is
added. In the presence of a magnetic field ~B, Hmag = gµ ~B · ~σ, where g is the g-factor and µ
is the Bohr magneton. This then gives us:














+ gµBzσz . (3.1)
In Eq. 3.1, the out-of-plane magnetic field Bz introduces a mass factor that gaps the surface
Dirac cone. Opening a gap in the surface states with a large out-of-plane field is the subject
of intense research since it is predicted to yield interesting physics, such as the anomalous
quantum Hall effect. However, in the Fraunhofer spectroscopy experiments, the out-of-plane
field is used to generate Fraunhofer patterns and has a small value (up to 30 mT).
We are instead concerned with what happens to the surface states in the presence of




which corresponds to a single shift of the Fermi surface (Fig. 3.7). Therefore, when electrons
with opposite spins form a Cooper pair, the center-of-mass momentum will correspond to
the shift of the Dirac cone. Because of the spin-momentum locking on the 3D TI surface,
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a Cooper pair with finite momentum naturally arises when an in-plane field is applied, and
the finite momentum shift manifests itself as a phase factor in the order parameter, which





Generating a finite momentum in this manner is a potential way to see an FFLO-like state.
In addition to the Zeeman modulation effect, we also need to consider the effect of the
in-plane flux on the Cooper pair phase. An electron moving through a vector potential





A · dl, which is called the Aharonov-Bohm phase [74].
When electrons travel across the bulk, the phases acquired in these trajectories cancel out.
The phase modulation of the surface electrons, on the other hand, does not cancel out.
This can be seen by writing the vector potential of the in-plane field as A = (By(z −
t/2), 0, 0), where z = t for electrons on the top surface and z = 0 for electrons on the
bottom surface. In this gauge, the electrons are traveling in a ring enclosing the surface area
S, so φAB, surf = φ(x1)− φ(x2) = 2πΦ0
∮




By · dS. For a junction with width W
and thickness t: φAB, surf =
2π
Φ0












Mathematically, the phase accumulation due to the Aharonov-Bohm effect behaves as a
finite momentum, which we call the flux modulation effect (FME). The FME therefore also






Hence, there are two finite momentum contributions that can induce a phase in the order
parameter.
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The first term comes from the conventional Fraunhofer pattern phase winding, the second
term comes from the ZME, and the third term comes from the FME. The effect of the
finite momentum terms is to make the order parameter phase proportional to the in-plane
field By. Unlike in Ref. [25] where the finite momentum phase results in nodes in the order
parameter amplitude, the finite momentum phase from Eq. 3.2 has an FF-like contribution
that manifests itself as a phase winding in the order parameter.
The phase winding will show up in the Fraunhofer pattern. Here, we calculate the




dy dx∆2 (< c↑c↓ >1 (x, y)) , (3.3)
where ∆2 is the pairing potential at the 2nd electrode and < c↑c↓ >1 is the induced order
parameter from the first electrode at point (x, y). The Josephson energy is calculated in
Appendix B, which takes into account the ZME and can be extended to the FME. From Eq.











d2 + (x1 − x2)2
sin (∆φ+ φ1(x1)− φ2(x2)) . (3.4)
The critical current comes from Eq. 3.4, where Ic (By, Bz) = maxφI (φ,By, Bz) will give the
evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern [25].
Fig. 3.8 shows the calculations for how the Fraunhofer pattern evolves as By is added,
demonstrating how the intensity of superconductivity is transferred to the outer peaks due
to the increasing finite momentum contribution to the phase. In other words, the intensity
transfer evident in the Fraunhofer patterns is proportional to the finite momentum shift of
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Figure 3.8: Simulations of the Fraunhofer pattern for different values of By. We find that
the intensity of superconductivity is transferred outwards to higher values of Bz as By is
increased. Figure is from Ref. [24].
Figure 3.9: Simulation of the Fraunhofer pattern evolution for a symmetric Josephson junc-
tion due to finite momentum pairing. The differential resistance is calculated and normalized
to 1. The slope of the side branch is indicated by the dashed green line. Figure is extracted
from Ref. [24].
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the Cooper pair as By is increased. To compare with experiments, we can take a cut along
the Fraunhofer patterns to make simulations of the differential resistance dependence on By
and Bz. An effective thermal noise is also introduced using the Ambegaokar-Halperin theory
(AH), which has a dimensionless parameter for the thermal fluctuations γ = ~Ic
ekbT
that we
treat as a fitting parameter [5]. The simulation for device 1 is shown in Fig. 3.9.
The distinguishing feature of the simulations is the side branches that form as a result
of evolving side peaks, as was seen in the experiments. The qualitative agreement between
the simulation and the experimentally observed pattern suggests that the formation of the
side branches is a result of the transfer of superconducting intensity as By generates an
additional phase. This feature is known to be a key signature of finite momentum pairing
and distinguishes the system from typical BCS superconductivity [65, 75, 76].
Tuning phase modulation with 3D TI thickness
In addition to modeling the finite momentum pairing in 3D TI junctions, we also examine
the slope m of the side branches, which reflects the relative contributions of the ZME and











where the first and second terms in the denominator are the contributions of the ZME and the
FME to the slope, respectively. Because of the inverse relation, larger slopes reflect smaller
ZME and FME contributions. If we look at the ZME and FME contributions separately, we
can see that the ZME is proportional to g
vf
, which are intrinsic material parameters of the
TI and difficult to tune. On the other hand, the flux from By will increase as the thickness
increases, so the FME contribution is proportional to the thickness of the flake t. We can,
therefore, examine the slope dependence on TI thickness across multiple samples.
The 2D resistance maps for devices 2-4 are shown in Fig. 3.10. The approximate minima
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Figure 3.10: Fraunhofer evolution for devices with thicker different flake thicknesses. (a)-(c)
Fraunhofer evolution for devices 2-4. The data were rotated so that the lobe minima are
vertical for better comparison and approximate minima are marked with black dots. The side
branch slope is illustrated for device 2 in (a). (d) The relation between the slope of the side
branch m (normalized by effective electrode distance d) and TI thickness t. Experimental
data (with error bars for deviations in extracted slopes) are compared with simulations for
each device using a finite momentum pair model. The theory and data match best for a
model that takes into account both ZME and FME. Fermi velocity of the surface states




Figure 3.11: (a) Lines to the minima of each lifted side lobe have slope |mn| and are shown
(black lines) for device 1. The average of these slopes, m, is also shown (dashed green line)
and corresponds to the slope value used in Section 3.3. (b) Normalized slopes |mn| are
extracted for each device and plotted as a function of thickness t. Each color represents the
slope to a different side lobe. Figures are from Ref. [24].
corresponding to Fraunhofer peaks at different values of Bz are marked in these figures, and
the 2D differential resistance maps are rotated so that the lobe minima are vertical for ease of
comparison. The slope m for each device is extracted from the minima. In the simulations,
the slope m is defined by a line that connects the origin and the nth side lobe as n becomes
large; ideally, a slope could be similarly extracted from the data by connecting a line from
the origin to the minimum of the side lobe furthest from the origin. However, the range
of our experimental data is usually limited so that the minima of only 2 to 5 side lobes
are lifted from the By = 0 axis. Furthermore, the experimental data can have asymmetric
features that can cause the location of individual side lobes to deviate from the side branch
line drawn from the origin to a large nth side lobe.
Therefore, we calculate the approximate slope of the side branches for each device in the
following manner. After the locations of the minima of the lifted side lobes are extracted from
the differential resistance map (which has been rotated so that lobe minima are vertical), a
line can be drawn from the origin to each of the minima, as shown for device 1 in Fig. 3.11a.
Fig. 3.11b shows the slope values |mn| (normalized by an effective electrode spacing d) for
devices 1-5. Each color represents the slope of a line drawn to a different lifted side lobe,
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where R(L) denotes a side lobe to the right (left) of Bz = 0 and the number corresponds
to the nth lifted side lobe. Because |mn|/d do not deviate substantially from each other for
each device and all have a similar dependence on the flake thickness t, we take the average
of all the |mn|/d for each device to be a good approximation for side branch slope. This
average slope m is shown in Fig. 3.11a (dashed green line) to be the representative m of the
intensity transfer, where the fitted line is illustrated for device 2 in Fig. 3.10.
To compare the experimental data with theory, we also calculate m for each device based
on t and d using Eq. 3.5. Fig. 3.10d shows the dependence of m (normalized by an effective
d that takes into account flux focusing effects) on thickness, where m is extracted from the
data (black) and is also calculated using theoretical predictions for finite momentum pairing
due to ZME alone (red), FME alone (blue), and ZME and FME together (purple).
From Fig. 3.10d, it is clear that the dominant contribution to the finite momentum shift
comes from the FME. In the thickest sample, in particular, the FME closely predicts the
slope in the experiment since more flux is enclosed in the flake and the orbital effect therefore
has a more significant contribution. However, there are deviations between the data and the
FME curves. First, some of the normalized slopes do not follow the monotonically decreasing
trend predicted by the FME theory. The deviations are likely caused by variations in the
sample: (1) fabrication imperfections, which would result in distortions in the transport
signal, and (2) variations in the g
vf
ratio. Nevertheless, the overall decreasing trend in the
experimental slopes mirrors the decreasing trend predicted by the FME model.
We also find that the FME is not enough to predict the observed slope from the exper-
iment on its own even when the error bars of slope calculation are taken into account. In
fact, the ZME contribution needs to be considered for the theory to more closely match the
data, which means that the finite momentum pairing due to the shifted Dirac cones is non-
negligible. We calculate a curve that takes into account an additional ZME value (purple)
that demonstrates that by introducing the ZME contribution to the theory, the theory curve
is shifted closer to the experimental data. Therefore, our data are generally better explained
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by the coexistence of both FME and the unconventional ZME, which is more closely related
to the FFLO state.
Finally, we also considered the potential phase contribution from the Meissner effect
on the order parameter phase. When a Josephson junction is in a magnetic field, the
flux expelled from the superconducting leads would be focused into the normal part of the
junction. As a result of this effect, Ref. [25] found that the flux through the electrode seemed
to contribute to the phase modulation in their system. In our samples, we do not find this to
be the case. In our samples, we measured the thicknesses of the superconducting leads (the
leads have thicknesses tlead between 38 and 48 nm). If the lead thickness was adding a phase
modulation to the transport signal, we would expect the normalized slope to have an inverse
relation with tlead, which we do not observe (Fig. 3.12). We also note that there is a gradient
in the lead thickness as the electrodes thin out near the edges due to the way they are
fabricated. This thickness gradient near the lead edge depends on fabrication parameters,
which vary from sample to sample. However, two of the devices used in experiments (t = 11
nm, 18 nm) are made with the same fabrication parameters and therefore have similar lead
thickness gradients. If the flux through the leads was indeed relevant, these two samples
should have similar normalized slope values. What we find is that the normalized slopes
are very different (m/d = 0.031nm−1, 0.015nm−1) and instead are correlated with the flake
thickness. These factors suggest that the relevant flux for the finite momentum pairing does
not come from the Meissner effect.
3.4 Asymmetric Fraunhofer spectroscopy features
In addition to simulating the Fraunhofer evolution as By is applied to an ideal Josephson
junction, we also consider the effect of asymmetries in the junction geometry on the evolution
of the Fraunhofer pattern. Due to artifacts of sample fabrication, there can be imperfect
device configurations and flux focusing effects. For example, as reported in Ref. [28], asym-
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Figure 3.12: Slopes extracted from the transport data are not inversely proportional to the
lead thickness.
metric features between positive and negative values of Bz can appear in Fraunhofer patterns
due to a combination of device-dependent factors such as disorder and the microscopic struc-
ture of the device. Understanding these device-dependent features is crucial to deciphering
Fraunhofer spectroscopy data, and we demonstrate that we can more closely simulate the
Fraunhofer spectroscopy data by incorporating two geometric parameters into simulations.
In an ideal Josephson junction, the current density would be uniform across the width
of the junction, which results in the conventional Fraunhofer pattern; in a real sample, the
current density is not always uniform. One of the ways the current density can become non-
uniform is if the widths on the two sides of the junction W1, W2 are not equal. Junctions
can have asymmetric widths when the shape of the exfoliated Bi2Se3 flake has an irregular
shape or when there is a misalignment of the electrode during the ebeam lithography step of
the fabrication process, as shown in Fig. 3.13a and Fig. 3.13b. To model the effect of width
asymmetry, we introduce a width asymmetry parameter α, which is the ratio of the two
superconducting lead widths extracted from SEM images of the devices. Width asymmetry
factor α satisfies W1 = αW2 in Eq. 3.4. A finite α breaks the symmetry of I(φ,By, Bz) so that
when the sign of Bz is reversed, the amplitudes of the right and left sides of the Fraunhofer
pattern become increasingly asymmetric for higher values of By. This can be seen explicitly





Figure 3.13: Asymmetry in device width. (a)-(b) SEM images of devices. The widths of the
device in (a) are largely the same and therefore α = 1. This is compared with the device
in (b), which has α = 1.15. (c) Schematic of the width asymmetry parameter α = W1
W2
.
(d) The Fraunhofer patterns taken on device 1 at By = 0, 100 mT show the effect of width
asymmetry. Blue arrows mark the peaks that are beginning to show the effect of asymmetry
factor α ∼ 1.07. The critical currents and x-axis have been normalized, and a shift in Bz
was added for better comparison.
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Figure 3.14: Simulation of the width asymmetry dependence of the Fraunhofer pattern.
When a width asymmetry factor α is added to the model, we find that the signal becomes
asymmetric between positive and negative Bz. Here, the amplitude of the left side lobes
increases relative to the amplitude of the right side lobe. We used the values α = 0.3, 0.6.
Figures are from Ref. [24].
3.13d). Critical currents are normalized by Ic0 = Ic(Bz = 0); the x-axis is normalized by the
average value of the first Fraunhofer node Bz,0; and a shift in Bz is subtracted out of Fig.
3.13d for ease of comparison. The effect of increased asymmetry between W1 and W2 (i.e.
increasing α) on the 2D resistance map is simulated and shown in Fig. 3.14.
In addition to width asymmetries, a real sample can also deviate from the ideal Josephson
junction because of the flux focusing effect [28]. Because magnetic flux is expelled from
the inside of the superconducting electrodes, magnetic field By may bend and introduce
contributions to Bz, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 3.15. The additional magnetic field
contribution to Bz would cause the Fraunhofer to shift in Bz. To incorporate flux asymmetry
into the model, we introduce a flux asymmetry parameter β, where Bz is replaced with
(Bz − βBy) in Eq. 3.2. The flux asymmetry parameter would be affected by details that
vary from device to device such as uneven electrode thicknesses or different edge shapes due
to fabrication parameters and metallic dog ears. Unlike the width asymmetry factor α, the
β parameter is a difficult quantity to extract from images of the devices.
Another possible way a tilt can be added to the Fraunhofer evolution is if there was a
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Figure 3.15: Effect of field inhomogeneity. (top) Schematic of flux asymmetry due to the flux
focusing effect, Bz → (Bz − βBy). (bottom) When the asymmetry factor β is introduced
to the model, the Fraunhofer patterns are shifted along Bz, which can be seen as a tilt
introduced to the 2D differential resistance map. We used β = 0.01, 0.02 in these simulations.
Bottom figures are from Ref. [24].
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Figure 3.16: Evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern across different devices. Comparison of
the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern when By is applied to devices 1-4. The experimental
data (a-d) agrees well with the normalized differential resistance of the simulations (e-h)
that are based on a finite momentum shift model and take into account width asymmetries
listed in Table 3.1. An additional tilt is added to the simulations for better comparison with
data. (A possible origin for the tilt is a flux asymmetry, which is difficult to quantify). In
all the devices, side branches with slope m appear as an in-plane field By is added. The
appearance of these side branches is indicative of an enhanced phase modulation due to By.
Figs. are from Ref. [24].
misalignment of the sample with respect to the By-Bz plane. This type of misalignment
would cause a similar shift in the Fraunhofer pattern when a field is applied in any in-plane
direction. Because we do not see a corresponding shift when an in-plane field perpendicular-
to-current-direction Bx is applied, we can exclude sample misalignment as a cause for the
shift of the Fraunhofer pattern.
After understanding possible origins for anomalous features in the evolution of the Fraun-
hofer pattern, we can compare experimental data with simulations that take into account
asymmetry factors. The results are shown in Fig. 3.16. The width asymmetry factor α is
extracted from SEM images. Due to the difficulty of quantifying the magnitude of the flux
asymmetry factor β, we add in an artificial β factor to simulations that generates a tilt that
best matches with the data for better comparison. As discussed earlier, the overall behavior
and in-plane field dependence of the Fraunhofer pattern evolution matches well with a model
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based on the ZME and the FME. Furthermore, Fig. 3.16 shows a close agreement between
simulation and data in the scale of By. Finally, we find that by also incorporating geometry
effects (including the sample width asymmetries in the finite momentum pairing model and
adding an artificial tilt in the simulation), we are able to generate simulations that more
accurately follows the experimental data.
3.5 Proposed future work
The work presented above illustrates an interesting way of manipulating the superconducting
states of 3D TIs. For future work, we would like to verify the ZME contribution to the finite
momentum shift more directly. According to Eq. 3.2, the FME contribution scales with flake
thickness t and the ZME contribution scales with g/vf . So far, we have studied the slope
dependence on t and found that there is indeed an overall decreasing trend that is suggestive
of the dominating FME. The ZME is the more non-trivial form of finite momentum pairing
since it comes from the surface Dirac cones shifting in the in-plane field. While the Cooper
pairs acquire a significant portion of their phase from the Aharonov-Bohm effect in thick
flakes, the ZME contribution to the phase modulation should become enhanced in thinner
flakes since less flux is enclosed.
Therefore, we propose experimental changes to validate the ZME in Fraunhofer spec-
troscopy experiments. First, devices should be made with thinner Bi2Se3 flakes to minimize
contribution from the FME. Furthermore, instead of monitoring the change in slope in
response to different thicknesses, the ZME can be probed by looking for the slope m depen-
dence on g/vf . The g/vf ratio cannot be easily changed because the g-factor is not really
tunable [78], and, for the 3D TI surfaces, vf should be independent of the chemical potential.
However, if there is an ZME finite momentum contribution coming from the bulk states, vf
would be tunable by the chemical potential.
We therefore propose studying the ZME contribution to the Fraunhofer pattern evolution
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by measuring the slope of the Fraunhofer evolution side branch at different chemical potential
values. This would allow us to determine whether the slope has a dependence on vf . If the
slope does not substantially change, this would more directly verify that the ZME is indeed
due to a shift in the Dirac cones of the 3D TI surface. Furthermore, if we are able to tune
the chemical potential into the bulk band gap, we can directly measure the superconducting
signal from just the surface states.
In order to do this, we propose the use of the extrinsic dopant F4-TCNQ to enhance the
gating ability of our devices. As discussed in the Appendix, F4-TCNQ can be used to shift
the Fermi energy of Bi2Se3 lower in the conduction band and to increase the capacitance
of the gate. This would reduce the bulk carriers and therefore enhance the surface signal,
and an increased gate capacitance would allow us to access a larger range of vf in a single
device. Additionally, F4-TCNQ may add extra disorder to the surface that would localize
trivial surface states.
3.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, an anomalous Fraunhofer pattern emerges in the presence of in-plane field
By, which is indicative of finite momentum pairing in 3D TI Josephson junctions. Two
microscopic origins of the finite momentum pairing—the ZME and FME—are identified,
and simulations demonstrate how the finite momentum pairing will be manifested as side
branches in the Fraunhofer spectroscopic pattern. Theoretical predictions for the slope of
the side branches can be compared with the experimental data. By comparing the slopes
extracted from the data and simulated with the model, we believe that the Fraunhofer evolu-
tion can be explained by the coexistence of the ZME and FME. In particular, the ZME—the
contribution associated with the FFLO phase—becomes more significant in thinner samples
when there is less enclosed flux, which is a promising start in the hunt for unconventional
superconductivity in a proximity-coupled 3D TI. Further work can be done to mitigate the
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effect of the FME, so we propose experiments in thinner flakes that utilize an extrinsic
dopant to enhance g/vf tunability, which would allow us to measure the TI flake closer to
the bulk band gap.
We also studied sources of asymmetric features in the evolution of Fraunhofer patterns as
an in-plane field By is added. We found that incorporating geometric asymmetries like width
asymmetries and flux asymmetries allows us to more accurately simulate a realistic device.
Fraunhofer spectroscopy is a useful way to study the supercurrent paths and states of novel
systems. However, as our work and others have demonstrated, there are many sources of
anomalous Fraunhofer pattern features. Therefore, it is essential to continue studying the
effect of non-ideal junctions on Fraunhofer patterns.
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Chapter 4
Other anomalous Fraunhofer patterns
in 3D topological insulator Josephson
junctions
After elucidating the effect of a parallel in-plane magnetic field By on the Fraunhofer pattern
of S-Bi2Se3-S junctions, we also study other circumstances in which a Fraunhofer pattern
deviating from the conventional pattern can arise; we look at the effect of an orthogonal in-
plane magnetic field Bx on Fraunhofer patterns in Bi2Se3 Josephson junctions as well as at
deviations from the conventional Fraunhofer pattern in the absence of any in-plane magnetic
fields. In general, the detection of anomalous Fraunhofer patterns in Josephson studies, i.e.
a Fraunhofer pattern that deviates from the conventional Ic ∝ sin(x)/x dependence on flux,
is prevalent. Therefore, it is important to be able to discern whether anomalous Fraunhofer
patterns have an origin that is due to physics specific to Bi2Se3 or whether they simply have
a trivial origin like imperfections in the junction geometry. For example, in Ch. 3, anomalous
Fraunhofer signals measured on Bi2Se3 Josephson junctions due to a finite By come from (1)
an enhanced phase winding with a finite momentum shift origin as well as (2) asymmetries
in the junction geometry.
The anomalous Fraunhofer features presented in this chapter, unlike in Ch. 3, vary from
device to device. First, we look at what happens to the Fraunhofer pattern of devices
subjected to an in-plane magnetic field Bx in Section 4.2. Some preliminary theory analysis
was done for the data in Section 4.2 by theory collaborators Moon Jip Park and Matthew
Gilbert, but additional analysis is needed. In Section 4.3, we look at Fraunhofer data that
have non-conventional features even in the absence of any in-plane magnetic fields. In
the context of proposals for novel physics, anomalous Fraunhofer features require careful
consideration to determine the limitations of Fraunhofer studies.
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4.1 Junction characteristics
Figure 4.1: Schematics of junction geometries where the Bi2Se3 is askew (left) compared to
the ideal geometry, in which the Bi2Se3 is straight and the sides of the Bi2Se3 are contacted
(right).
Figure 4.2: Example of a Bi2Se3 sample that is not flat. An AFM image of a Bi2Se3 sample
(yellow) on SiO2 (purple) is shown. The sample is not flat due to a raised step, which is
outlined in blue. Gray outlines illustrate the electrode placement on the sample. The white
bar corresponds to 200 nm.
In this chapter, we look at Fraunhofer data taken on eight Bi2Se3 Josephson junctions that
have varying dimensions and geometries. Some of the junction configurations are not ideal.
For example, the alignment of the Bi2Se3 with respect to the superconducting electrodes can
be askew or offset as opposed to straight so that the sides of the sample are not contacted with
the electrode, as shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. Furthermore, because we use exfoliated
samples, the Bi2Se3 in the junctions can have variable heights instead of being flat, as shown
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in Fig. 4.2. The dimensions of the junctions and the overall characteristics of the junction
geometry are listed in Table 4.1. Imperfect junction geometries can potentially contribute










2 11 1930 240 Variable height, straight
3 12 570 160 Flat, straight
4 21 500 270 Flat, straight
5 18 940 220 Variable height, askew
6 24 1360 150 Flat, askew
7 20 730 145 Variable height, straight
8 32 1120 270 Flat, askew
9 20 1340 210 Variable height, straight
Table 4.1: Dimensions for devices used in Fraunhofer spectroscopy experiments.
4.2 Fraunhofer spectroscopy with a perpendicular
in-plane magnetic field Bx
Background
In-plane magnetic fields can be used to alter the superconducting state of proximity-coupled
materials with strong spin-orbit coupling, which was demonstrated in Ch. 3 for Bi2Se3 and
in Ref. [25] for HgTe quantum wells. These two systems can be modeled by the response
of the superconducting order parameter ∆ ≈ ∆0eiφr to in-plane fields By and Bx and the
resultant effect on the critical current of the junctions. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated how
the Fraunhofer patterns of multiple devices evolve in a consistent manner when magnetic
field By (in-plane field that is oriented along the direction of the current) is applied to the
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junction; the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern comes from a finite momentum shift in
the Cooper pairs due to finite values of By, which induces a phase along x in real space.
In Ref. [25], magnetic field Bx (in-plane field that is oriented in a direction orthogonal to
the current) is used to generate a finite momentum shift that results in the modulation of
the amplitude of the order parameter along y in real space, and the amplitude modulation
manifests itself as an oscillatory behavior in the Fraunhofer pattern evolution as a function
of Bx.
Experimental data
Following Chapter 3, a natural question for our set-up arises: what happens to the Fraunhofer
pattern of proximity-coupled Bi2Se3 when the junctions are subjected to orthogonal in-plane
field Bx? To look at the effect of Bx on the Bi2Se3 junction, we detect the evolution of the
Fraunhofer pattern by applying a small AC excitation (with zero DC current) and measuring
the differential resistance dV /dI as a function of Bz and Bx. This method creates 2D
resistance maps similar to the ones in Chapter 3. The 2D resistance maps for devices 2-8
are presented in Fig. 4.3. Unlike in the case of an increasing By, we find that the Fraunhofer
pattern evolution due to increasing Bx is qualitatively different for each device.
We first look more closely at the Fraunhofer evolution for device 6 in Fig. 4.4. At Bx = 0
mT, the Fraunhofer pattern follows a (mostly) conventional Fraunhofer pattern. As Bx is
increased to a small value, the nodes of the Fraunhofer pattern are lifted away from Ic = 0.
At a large value of Bx, the central peak is suppressed. This evolution of the Fraunhofer
pattern is reflected in the 2D resistance map by a region of low resistance without any high
resistance oscillations for a range of finite Bz and Bx, as shown in Fig. 4.3e. The overall
qualitative behavior of the 2D resistance map does not change when measured at a slightly
elevated temperature (T = 150 mK). Furthermore, we also measured the resistance map at
both Vg = 0 and Vg = −55 V and found that the data was largely the same (though, device
6 does not have a strong gate dependence as demonstrated by the fact that RN changes by
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the 2D resistance maps (Fraunhofer evolution due to increasing




Figure 4.4: Fraunhofer pattern of device 6 at (a) Bx = 0, (b) Bx = 20 mT, and (c) Bx = 200
mT. The nodes of the Fraunhofer pattern lift and some of the peaks are suppressed for
increasing values of Bx.
∼ 13 % between Vg = 0 and Vg = −55 V).
The behavior of the Fraunhofer evolution for device 6 looks qualitatively similar to the
Fraunhofer evolution of device 3 (Fig. 4.3b) since both of the 2D resistance maps have a
region where the nodes lift away from Ic = 0. At high values of Bx (Bx ' 500 mT in Fig.
4.3b and Bx ' 200 mT in Fig. 4.3e), both 2D resistance maps also have three separated
regions with low resistance, forming a 3-pronged shape in the superconducting regime of
the 2D maps. In comparison, the resistance maps for the other devices do not show these
features. Instead, the Fraunhofer patterns for device 4 (Fig. 4.3c) and (mostly) device 7
(Fig. 4.3f) are uniformly suppressed as Bx is increased. (The jumps seen in the data in Fig.
4.3c are likely due to flux de-pinning or some other source of noise.) The other resistance
maps have some variation on these two qualitative behaviors of Fraunhofer evolution.
Discussion
The experimental data was initially interpreted in a manner analogous to in Ch. 3. How-
ever, the finite momentum generated by By and Bx are manifested differently in the criti-
cal current, and the finite momentum model does not predict an obvious evolution of the
Fraunhofer pattern due to finite Bx. To understand this, we first look at the Hamilto-
nian for the 3D TI surface state subjected to in-plane fields, which is given by Eq. 3.1:
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. A finite value of By results in a shift of
the Dirac cone along kx in momentum space that corresponds to a finite momentum phase
in the order parameter along x: ∆fm ∝ eiφfm(x), where φfm ∝ Byx. Therefore, when the
current density Js(x) ∼ Jc sin(φ0 + φfm(x)) is summed up across x, the critical current will
reflect the induced phase shift [24].
In comparison, a finite value of Bx results in a shift along ky, so a phase winding of the
order parameter is induced across y instead of x: ∆fm ∝ eiφfm(y), where φfm ∝ Bxy. As a
result, the finite momentum phase due to Bx is a function of y, and Js(x) ∼ Jc sin(φ0 +
φfm(y)). Because we measure the maximum supercurrent in the junction and the junction
can relax into any phase difference where the current vanishes, the critical current will not
reflect the finite momentum shift induced by Bx. Therefore, having ∆fm(y) instead of ∆fm(x)
means the finite momentum shift due to Bx should not be measurable with a Fraunhofer
pattern, and increasing Bx should not change the critical current of the junction as a function
of Bz. Alternatively, if a finite momentum is for some reason generated along x instead of
y due to Bx (e.g. due to higher order effects like hexagonal warping of the Fermi surfaces),
it is possible for the Fraunhofer pattern to evolve. However, this would not explain why the
Fraunhofer evolution varies from device to device.
As an aside, we briefly compare the behavior of the 3D TI surface state with the behavior
of HgTe wells in response to Bx that was observed in Ref. [25]. Like for the 3D TI, the Cooper
pairs in HgTe wells acquire a finite momentum transverse to the direction of the in-plane
field. However, the origin of the finite momentum shift is slightly different. For the 3D TI,
there is a non-degenerate Fermi surface that is shifted by the in-plane field, so the finite
momentum has a single associated momentum value that modulates the order parameter
phase (much like the Fulde-Ferrell state [63]). For the HgTe wells, Rashba spin-orbit coupling
creates spin-split Fermi surfaces that allow the in-plane field to generate a finite momentum
pairing. In this case, the finite momentum pairing occurs in two Fermi surfaces and there
are two finite momenta. As a result, the finite momentum will be similar to the Larkin-
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Ovchinnikov state [64], which modulates the amplitude of the order parameter rather than
the phase. This therefore makes it possible to measure oscillations along y due to Bx in
HgTe wells using Fraunhofer spectroscopy [25].
Other potential sources for evolving Fraunhofer patterns due to in-plane fields have been
investigated in previous works, though none of them can explain what we measured in
Fig. 4.3. For example, Ref. [28] looked at the effect of in-plane fields on the Fraunhofer
patterns of Al-InAs/InGaAs heterostructures, and the main evolution was an enhancement
of asymmetry across Bz = 0, which was attributed to a combination of disorder, Zeeman
effect and spin-orbit coupling, and the microscopic structure of the devices.
We are currently working to better understand the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern
in Bi2Se3 junctions due to increasing Bx. There are two overall forms of evolution that
stand out to us. One form of evolution consists of the nodes lifting and central peaks being
preferentially suppressed as Bx is increased. The lifting of the nodes results in a region
of node-less superconductivity in the 2D resistance map at finite values of Bx. The other
form of evolution consists of an overall suppression of superconductivity across Bz as Bx is
increased. The latter form—i.e. the weakening of the superconductivity at increasing values
of Bx—may indicate heating in the junction or de-phasing in the junction due to the in-plane
field. (De-phasing can come from effects like inhomogeneous screening of the field by the
electrodes [25].) However, we are currently unsure of what may be causing the former type of
evolution and, in general, what determines how the Fraunhofer pattern evolves in response to
a finite Bx. Further work is needed to understand what is inducing the Fraunhofer evolution
seen in this data.
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4.3 Anomalous Fraunhofer patterns without an
in-plane magnetic field
Background
We now look at some of the anomalous Fraunhofer features (i.e. deviations from an Ic ∝
sin(x)/x dependence) that have been measured on 3D TI Josephson junctions in the absence
of additional in-plane fields. Past works reported Fraunhofer features in proximity-coupled
3D TIs that varied from anomalous to conventional, and the source of anomalous features
have been attributed to trivial junction effects with origins like a non-uniform current distri-
bution as well as unconventional effects that come from new physics [19, 36, 37, 39, 47, 79].
The discrepancy between Fraunhofer pattern signals measured on proximity-coupled 3D
topological insulators necessitates further studies to disentangle these non-trivial and trivial
effects.
As an example, we look at some of the discrepancies in Fraunhofer pattern signals that
have been measured on 3D TI junctions in past works. One of the first transport experiments
on proximity-coupled 3D TIs measured a Fraunhofer pattern on a Bi2Se3 junction that had
aperiodic nodes that were at much smaller values of Bz than expected for a conventional
Fraunhofer pattern as well as a central peak that was much narrower than in the conventional
case. These anomalous features appeared to be consistent with a model for an unconventional
peaked current-phase relation [36]. Further studies suggested that the anomalous features
may be a consequence of Pearl vortices in a long junction regime and flux focusing effects
[20, 47, 80]. In Refs. [19] and [20], Fraunhofer patterns measured on proximity-coupled 3D
TIs feature anomalously small side peaks, but these were attributed to the geometry of the
Josephson junctions because the widths of the TI samples extended beyond the widths of
the superconducting electrodes, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Later works that featured devices with
electrodes spanning the entire width of the TI sample showed Fraunhofer patterns with more
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Figure 4.5: The Fraunhofer pattern for an Al-Bi2Se3-Al junction (blue), with the geometry
shown in the insets, has slight deviations from the conventional Fraunhofer pattern (red)
due to geometric effects. Figure is adapted from Ref. [20].
conventional behavior [38, 39, 47, 79].
Fraunhofer features that deviate from the conventional Ic ∝ sin(πΦ/Φ0)(πΦ/Φ0) behavior are not a
novel signal; it has already been established that Fraunhofer patterns are sensitive to current
distribution in the junction (and therefore junction geometries and other more trivial effects)
in research predating the studies on proximity-coupled topological insulators [5]. However,
the Josephson junctions being studied now are predicted to host novel behaviors that can
potentially be confused with less exotic effects, and Fraunhofer patterns are a common
tool used to study the junctions. Therefore, it is important to continue to look for and
understand the origins of anomalous Fraunhofer features. In this section, we present some
data for two types of recurring anomalous features that we have measured, which need
further consideration: (1) side peaks that do not decay with a 1/Bz dependence and (2)




Figure 4.6: Non-decaying Fraunhofer side peaks measured on device 9. (a) Fraunhofer
pattern showing non-decaying side peaks. (b) Ic vs. Bz at base temperature (black) and at
T = 650 mK (blue).
Side peak decay
One of the Fraunhofer anomalies that was measured in multiple devices, to varying degrees,
is side peaks that do not decay with a 1/Bz dependence, so to illustrate this, we present
Fraunhofer patterns measured on two devices that have anomalous side peak behavior. First,
the Fraunhofer pattern for device 9 (Fig. 4.6a) has side peaks that do not decay substantially.
Even after four oscillations, the values of the critical current at the peaks are large. This
behavior appears to be independent of temperature; the Fraunhofer pattern taken at T = 650
mK is shown in Fig. 4.6b.
The Fraunhofer pattern for device 5 also has a side peak behavior that does not decay
with a 1/Bz dependence (Fig. 4.7a): the central peak has a large value of Ic, and the side
peaks are much smaller than would be expected for a conventional pattern, which is plotted
for reference in Fig. 4.7b. When the temperature is elevated to T = 450 mK, the qualitative
behavior of the Fraunhofer pattern changes slightly as Ic of the first side peaks become
significantly smaller (Fig. 4.7b).
A non-decaying side peak behavior was measured previously in another 3D TI sample
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Small Fraunhofer side peaks measured on device 5. (a) Fraunhofer pattern shows
a large central peak as well as small side peaks that do not change significantly with Bz. (b)
Ic vs. Bz at base temperature (black) and at T = 450 mK (light blue). These are compared
with conventional Fraunhofer patterns (red and dark blue).
in Ref. [79]. In this work, Lee et al. studied proximity-coupled Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (BSTS)
devices, ensuring that the sides of the sample were contacted with the superconducting
electrodes. The measured Fraunhofer pattern with non-decaying side peaks is shown in Fig.
4.8a. Lee et al. suggested that the non-decaying behavior is reminiscent of the |cos(x)|
dependence of a SQUID device, which consists of two SNS junctions. To demonstrate this,
they calculated a Fraunhofer pattern for a junction with enhanced edge transport originating
from the supercurrent being carried preferentially on the side surfaces of the 3D TI. In doing
so, they found that a SQUID-like pattern dominates at large values of Bz (shown in Fig.
4.8b). The good agreement between their data and calculations suggests that non-decaying
side peaks are indicative of enhanced side transport in 3D TIs. From this work, one might
expect that non-decaying side peaks due to enhanced side transport should be detected in
Fraunhofer patterns measured on other 3D TIs.
The Fraunhofer pattern from Ref. [79] looks similar to the Fraunhofer pattern in Fig.
4.6a, which could point to enhanced side transport in our edge-contacted devices as well.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Proximity-coupled BSTS shows a transition to SQUID-like behavior at large
values of Bz. This is attributed to enhanced supercurrent density on the edges due to side
surface transport in the 3D TI. Figures are adapted from Ref. [79].
Figure 4.9: SEM image of device 9 shows that the sides of the sample are contacted by the
superconducting electrode. In the junction area, there is a thin region t ∼ 17 nm (bordered
in green) and edges that are thicker with t ∼ 20− 24 nm, which can potentially artificially
enhance the edge transport. Black bar corresponds to 500 nm.
However, we also note that the portion of the Bi2Se3 in the junction area is not entirely flat
as shown in Fig. 4.9. This non-ideal sample geometry complicates the interpretation of the
data since the SQUID-like behavior may very well be due to the enhanced flake thickness
on the edges rather than side surface transport.
Similarly, we looked at the geometry of device 5 to see if there are obvious geometrical
sources that may cause its Fraunhofer pattern to deviate from the conventional pattern. We
find that the geometry of device 5 is far from ideal due to a misalignment of the electrode
placement, a flake edge that is not straight, and a non-uniform flake thickness. These
geometric factors can all lead to spurious supercurrents and therefore likely contribute to
side peaks that do not decay with a 1/Bz dependence in Fig. 4.7a.
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The junction geometry factors observed in device 9 and device 5—non-uniform flake
thickness and misaligned superconducting electrodes—complicate the interpretation of the
Fraunhofer data, which demonstrates some of the limitations of Fraunhofer studies. Another
takeaway from studying the side peak behavior of S-3D TI-S junctions is that it is unclear
why non-decaying side lobes are not robustly seen in the Fraunhofer patterns measured on
edge-contacted devices with flat samples. More studies are needed to understand why edge-
dominated transport in the form of non-decaying side peaks is not consistently observed in
Fraunhofer patterns.
Lifted nodes
The last Fraunhofer anomaly we will look at occurs in the nodal behavior of Fraunhofer
patterns, which is something that we see in Fraunhofer patterns measured on devices pre-
sented throughout this thesis to varying degrees (e.g. Fig. 2.7d, Fig. 4.6a, Fig. 4.7a). One
of the motivations for looking at Fraunhofer pattern nodes of proximity-coupled 3D topo-
logical insulators is that lifted nodes was proposed as a signature of Majorana zero modes
in Ref. [81]. Potter and Fu predicted that Majorana states can be found bound to the top
and bottom of Josephson vortices in an S-TI-S junction; when the phase difference between
superconducting electrodes is close to an odd multiple of π, Majorana states can hybridize
at the edge of the junction and contribute a non-zero supercurrent IM ∼ ∆/Φ0. Due to its
very small contribution, IM would be most easily detected at the nodes of the Fraunhofer
pattern, i.e. where the conventional supercurrent is suppressed [81]. In our experiments,
∆NbTi ∼ 1.2 meV, which corresponds to IM ∼ 90 nA. However, realistically, for our 3D TI
junctions so far, ∆ is much smaller than the ideal case and typically ∆ < 200 µeV, so IM
would be smaller as well.
We consider the nodal behavior of three devices. Starting with device 7 (Fig. 4.10a), the
most evident feature in its Fraunhofer pattern is that the first node has a non-zero value of
Ic ∼ 80 nA. For device 5, the first, second, and sixth nodes are clearly lifted to Ic ∼ 50-80 nA
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in Fig. 4.10b (this is a zoomed-in graph of Fig. 4.7b). At an elevated temperature T = 450
mK, the nodes stay the same, while the peaks in Ic are suppressed. This is similar to what
was seen for the Fraunhofer and SQUID pattern nodes in Bi2Se3 devices measured in Ref.
[37], in which the first node was robust at higher temperatures despite the decay of the first
SQUID node at the same temperature (which is discussed in the next paragraph). The first
and second nodes of the Fraunhofer pattern for device 6 are also lifted, and the first node
does not change significantly for reduced gate voltage despite a reduction in the values of
the Ic peaks (Fig. 4.10c-4.10d).
Lifted nodes were the focus of Ref. [37], in which nonzero nodes are observed in the
Fraunhofer and SQUID oscillations measured on a Bi2Se3 device. The nonzero nodes were
demonstrated to be robust against gate voltage changes but very susceptible to temperature
changes, and the analysis pointed to an anomalous supercurrent contribution [37]. However,
the behavior of node lifting in this work was different from ours and the magnitude of
the node lifting in our data is much larger than was predicted in Ref. [81] for a current
contribution from Majorana modes. Furthermore, Ref. [37] included characterization data
that we do not have, so we cannot rule out trivial junction effects for our data. Hence, below,
we consider some trivial effects that can lead to node lifting.
First, we can eliminate the trivial junction effect of self-screening as the source of node
lifting in our junctions. Self-screening occurs when Ic becomes large enough for a magnetic
field to be generated, which would then change the current density and result in an in-
complete phase cancellation at the nodes [82]. Whether self-screening is relevant or not is




, where tN and WN are the
thickness and width of the junction, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, and Leff is the effective
junction length that takes into account the magnetic penetration depth. The self-screening
effect is negligible in narrow junctions when λJ > W [5, 39, 82], which is the case for our
junctions. For example, device 7 has a significantly lifted first Fraunhofer node, but for this





Figure 4.10: Examples of lifted Fraunhofer nodes. (a) Fraunhofer pattern for device 7 has
the first node lifted. (b) Fraunhofer pattern for device 5 at T = 25 mK (black) and T = 450
mK (light blue). The lifted nodes do not change with temperature. (This is a zoomed-in
graph of Fig. 4.7b.) (b) - (c) Fraunhofer pattern for device 6. Inset in (b) shows a zoomed-in
scan of the first non-zero node. The nodal behavior of the Fraunhofer pattern is compared
between Vg = 0 and Vg = −40 V in (c), where the critical current has been shifted along Bz
to account for stray fields.
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Hence, the node lifting seen in our devices is not coming from self-screening.
There are other sources of node lifting that still need to be considered, such as asymmetry
in current distribution due to sample alignment or disorder and edge effects [83]. We note
that device 6 and device 7 have a junction geometry that is not completely straight, which can
result in spurious supercurrent paths. Similarly, device 9 is not completely flat. We need
further data and data analysis to determine the origin of node lifting seen in Fraunhofer
patterns measured on devices. In general, it is necessary to have a good handle on the
junction geometry to avoid complicating the Fraunhofer pattern with potentially trivial
physics.
Future work
Being able to understand anomalous Fraunhofer behaviors, especially those that have been
predicted to be signatures of unconventional physics, is essential to robustly use Fraunhofer
spectroscopy on unconventional materials. In this section, we looked at Fraunhofer patterns
in the absence of in-plane fields, and we have presented data showing abnormal side peak
behavior as well as lifted nodes that require further analysis and more supporting data. We
have found that the geometry of the junctions complicates the interpretation of nuanced
Fraunhofer pattern features. In the use of exfoliated material, this is especially important to
note in order to avoid mistaking anomalous Fraunhofer features (like SQUID-like side peaks
and lifted nodes) for unconventional physics.
One promising way forward is to more thoroughly perform an analysis on the most trivial
source of Fraunhofer anomalies: the supercurrent distribution. One way to do this has been
demonstrated in works like Refs. [34, 35, 47, 84], in which a Dynes-Fulton analysis is used
[85]. Dynes and Fulton recognized that the complex critical current Ic is a Fourier transform
of the current distribution Js(x): Ic(β) =
∫∞
−∞ dxJs(x)e
iβx, where β = 2πLeffB/Φ0. Because





∣∣∣∣∣ [34, 85]. However, one of the
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issues with the Dynes-Fulton analysis is that there is no information about the phase of the
Fourier transform (only the modulus), which results in non-unique solutions [47]. But we
propose performing this type of analysis on the Fraunhofer patterns presented in this section
as an initial step towards clarifying potential supercurrent distribution configurations in the
junctions.
Regardless, many of the Fraunhofer patterns presented in this section have fabrication
imperfections that can result in non-uniform current distributions. This re-iterates the need
in future work to utilize flat flakes and to fine-tune the alignment of the superconducting
electrodes on the flakes or to be able to find a robust way to characterize the inevitable
fabrication imperfection. It is crucial to develop a more systematic way to handle non-ideal
geometries
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented two forms of anomalous Fraunhofer behavior. First,
we presented preliminary data on the effect of increasing in-plane magnetic field Bx on
Fraunhofer patterns. We measured this evolution in multiple devices and found that the
qualitative behavior varied between devices. The Fraunhofer patterns of two of the devices
have unique node lifting behavior and preferential peak suppression for increasing values of
Bx, but other devices exhibited Fraunhofer patterns that were either uniformly suppressed
as Bx increased or had some variable evolution. The finite momentum model presented in
Chapter 3 does not predict a Fraunhofer pattern evolution due to Bx, so additional analysis
is needed to elucidate the variable Fraunhofer evolution due to Bx that we measured in
devices.
We also briefly presented some of our data on anomalous Fraunhofer behavior in the
absence of in-plane magnetic fields. We find that there are two prevalent ways that the
Fraunhofer pattern deviates from Ic ∝ sin(x)/x: side peaks that do not decay with a 1/Bz
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dependence and lifted nodes. Both types of features are potentially attributable to the unique
physics of 3D TIs. However, a non-ideal junction geometry can also contribute to distortions
in the Fraunhofer pattern. Further work is needed to clarify the origin of the anomalous side
peak and node features in order to determine ways of disentangling trivial junction effects and
effects with exotic physics origins in proximity-coupled topological insulators. In particular,
the hunt for Majorana bound states and topological superconductivity in condensed matter
systems requires the detection of very sensitive signals that can be easily confused with less
exotic signals, further necessitating studies that understand different conditions that can
give rise to anomalous Fraunhofer signals.
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Chapter 5
Transport in 3D topological insulator
nanowires
So far, we have looked at Fraunhofer studies on proximity-coupled Bi2Se3 devices. In this
chapter, we will look at what happens when Bi2Se3 is confined to a nanowire configuration.
There is currently a large research effort focused on studying 1D systems with topologically
non-trivial properties because they are predicted to host Majorana bound states and there-
fore have potential technological applications in the field of quantum computing. Proposals
for the detection of non-trivial signals in 3D TI nanowires are abundant.
Besides the technological interest, confining TI materials to smaller dimensions is inter-
esting from a physics point-of-view. For instance, the enhanced surface-to-bulk ratio in TI
nanowires makes nanowires a useful platform for studying the surface state behavior of 3D
TIs, with multiple transport experiments having verified the topological behavior of nor-
mal 3D TI nanowires already. However, research on superconducting 3D TI nanowires is
still in its infancy at the time of the writing of this thesis due to the unique experimental
challenges that come with studying superconducting nanowires. For instance, one of the
challenges for these experiments was to create junctions long enough to support Aharonov-
Bohm oscillations but short enough to sustain superconductivity across the wire. Building
off of previous normal state nanowire experiments, we present our preliminary data on gat-
ing characteristics and our preliminary data on the supercurrent dependence on magnetic
fields of proximity-coupled Bi2Se3 nanowires. The data requires further analysis and work
but serve as a promising initial step towards studying superconducting Bi2Se3 nanowires.
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5.1 Background
Sub-band structure of 3D TI surface states
Before talking about TI nanowires, it is necessary to look at what changes in the nanowire
regime. In a nanowire, electrons moving in the transverse direction become confined to a
ring along the perimeter of the nanowire. This imposes periodic boundary conditions that
quantize the transverse energy levels, resulting in an energy-momentum relation that has
sub-bands with an energy gap ∆E between each mode.
In the case of a 3D TI nanowire, the boundary conditions become anti-periodic because
of the π-Berry phase acquired by electrons making a 2π rotation around the nanowire.
The energy-momentum relation in the absence of magnetic fields for the 3D TI nanowire is





k2l , where S is the cross-sectional area, kz is the
longitudinal momentum, and the transverse momentum kl = l+ 1/2 is quantized by integer
l. The additional half-integer shift in kl is due to the Berry phase and results in a band gap
in the lowest mode. Sub-bands are separated by ∆E = ~vf
√
π/S, so the cross-sectional area
dictates the spacing between each sub-band mode. Finally, we note that the sub-bands are
all doubly degenerate [86, 87, 88].
When a magnetic flux Φ is threaded through a ballistic nanowire, the electron wave








B · dS = 2πΦ
Φ0
, where Φ0 = h/e and
Φ = BS. This phase is called the Aharonov-Bohm phase and modifies the energy-momentum










From Eq. 5.1, we can see that the energy-momentum relation is periodic in Φ/Φ0 due to
the Aharonov-Bohm phase. At zero flux, the energy bands are degenerate with respect to
kl. When flux is applied, the degeneracy is lifted, as shown for Φ = 0.1Φ0 in Fig. 5.1a. Of
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic of the band structures for a 3D TI nanowire at Φ = 0, 0.1Φ0, 0.5Φ0.
At Φ = 0, the sub-bands are doubly degenerate and the lowest mode is gapped. At Φ =
0.1Φ0, the degeneracy is lifted. At Φ = 0.5Φ0, a non-degenerate gapless mode appears
(red curve) and the rest of the modes are doubly degenerate again. ∆ is the sub-band
spacing. (b) Schematic of 1D sub-band occupancy. At Φ = Φ0/2, the sub-band has odd
occupancy for all chemical potential values due to the emergence of the perfectly transmitted
mode. (c) Conductance oscillation for different chemical potential regimes. Green is what
is expected at the Dirac point. (d) Data on Sb-doped Bi2Se3 nanowire showing Aharonov-
Bohm oscillations at various values of Vg. At the Dirac point, conductance maxima at
Φ = Φ0/2× (odd number). Figures are taken from Ref. [86].
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particular interest is what happens at Φ = 0.5Φ0: a non-degenerate linear mode appears
in the band structure as the Aharonov-Bohm phase cancels out the π Berry phase and the
other sub-bands once again become degenerate. This special mode, also called the “perfectly
transmitted mode,” changes the number of modes near the Dirac point from even to odd (Fig.
5.1b), which is especially important when superconductivity is introduced to the system.
The first experimental confirmation of the topologically non-trivial nature of 3D TI
nanowires came from detecting the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations near the Dirac point [86].
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations manifest themselves as Φ = Φ0 periodic conductance oscilla-
tions in a typical ballistic nanowire [89] and in 3D TI nanowires [90]. What differentiates
the 3D TI nanowire from a typical nanowire is that the energy gap in the lowest sub-band
at Φ = 0 results in a conductance minimum (due to the π-Berry phase). At Φ = Φ0/2,
the non-degenerate linear band emerges because the π Berry phase is canceled out, and the
conductance is at a maximum value of e2/h. This effect was observed by Ref. [86] in Bi2Se3
nanowires and is shown in Fig. 5.1d.
The hunt for novel physics in 1D systems
Now that we have looked at unique topological effects in normal 3D TI nanowires, we can
discuss what happens in superconducting nanowires, which are of interest since they are
predicted to be able to undergo a topological phase transition and host Majorana bound
states. As discussed in Chapter 1, the requirements for topological superconductivity are
a “spinless” material and odd parity (p-wave-like) superconductivity. Once this topological
superconductor is created, Majorana zero-modes can be stabilized at the interface between
topological and trivial regimes. For the case of a nanowire, the Majorana bound states would
appear at the ends of the nanowires [30].
1D topological superconductors are expected to arise at the conjunction between strong
spin-orbit coupling, superconductivity, and Zeeman effect; and proximity-coupled semicon-
ducting nanowires, 2D topological insulator edges, and 3D topological insulator nanowires
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have all been proposed as potential 1D topological superconductors [30]. So far, semiconduct-
ing nanowires are the leading candidates due to multiple promising experimental advances
[32, 33], but one of the disadvantages of semiconducting nanowires is that topological super-
conductivity is limited to a small range of chemical potentials. The focus of this chapter is
on 3D TI nanowires, which have unique advantages in the hunt for Majorana bound states,
as discussed below.
Proposals for stabilizing Majorana modes in 3D TI nanowires rely on the emergence
of the non-degenerate linear mode at Φ = Φ0/2 [30, 91]. For wide 3D TI junctions, the
“spinless” criteria for topological superconductivity is satisfied due to the spin-momentum
locked surface states, but the 3D TI nanowire is no longer “spinless” at zero flux due to
degenerate sub-bands. Indeed, a coaxial magnetic field is needed to lift the degeneracy and
open up small regimes that will have an odd rather than an even number of accessible sub-
bands. What is more useful, though, is the sub-band structure at Φ = Φ0/2: when the
non-degenerate linear sub-band is restored, there will be an odd number of sub-bands for
all chemical potentials, as shown in Fig. 5.1b. This is the regime where Majorana modes
are predicted to be stabilized at the ends of the 3D TI nanowire [30]. Hence, topological
superconductivity is predicted to exist in a 3D TI nanowire for a wide range of chemical
potentials as long as Φ = Φ0/2, making 3D TI nanowires an attractive candidate for detecting
MBSs. To our knowledge, the study of superconducting 3D TI nanowires is still sparse
[58, 92, 93] and therefore requires further work.
5.2 Experimental set-up and nanowire device
characteristics
We measured multiple nanowire devices in a Josephson junction configuration. The su-
perconducting electrodes consist of sputtered NbTi(N). The Bi2Se3 nanowires come from
exfoliating a bulk crystal as described in Ch. 2, and then flakes with an approximate 1D
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: (a) SEM image of nanowire device 1. (b) dV /dI vs. I for a weakly supercon-
ducting device, nanowire 1. (c) dV /dI vs. I for a strongly superconducting device, nanowire
2.
geometry are found using an optical microscope and AFM. These 1D-like flakes tend to be
more scarcely deposited on the substrates and therefore more difficult to find, which lowers
device yield (though we have found that exfoliating from the same piece of tape multiple
times does increase the yield slightly). One of the nanowire devices, nanowire 1, was doped
with the chemical dopant F4-TCNQ (see Appendix), which acts as an electron acceptor and
therefore makes the Dirac point more accessible.
The nanowires have a rectangular cross-section with width W and thickness t. Fig.
5.2a shows an SEM image of an example nanowire device (nanowire 1), illustrating both
the quasi-1D geometry and the quasi-four point configuration. Some of the devices are
in a three-point configuration if one of the contacts goes bad during the fabrication and
sample-loading process, so the line resistance is subtracted out of the data for these devices.
For the cross-sectional area values of the nanowires that we measured, the non-degenerate
linear mode should be restored around By ∼ 350 mT - 1400 mT. Unfortunately, in our
experimental set-up, we cannot apply more than B = 1 T along the nanowire, so we are
unable to fully measure Aharonov-Bohm oscillations and experimentally verify whether the
nanowires are ballistic. At Vg = 0, the normal conductance G of the nanowires varies between
G ∼ 10e2/h to 80e2/h, indicating that the nanowires start out in a regime with multiple
modes. (To measure normal conductance G of the Josephson junctions, junctions are driven
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to the normal regime using a bias current Idc.) The dimensions and conductance G of the
nanowires presented in this thesis are listed in Table 5.1.
Finally, most of the nanowire devices show evidence of superconductivity. Some devices
(eg. nanowires 2, 3, 5, and 6) strongly superconduct, as evidenced by a zero resistance state
below critical current Ic. For example, Fig. 5.2c shows the dV /dI curve for nanowire 2,
which has R = 0 when Idc < 70 nA. However, because nanowire Josephson junctions have
a small cross-sectional area and large electrode spacing, making nanowire junctions that
actually superconduct is one of the largest challenges in the proximity-coupled nanowire
experiments. Many devices (eg. nanowires 1 and 4) do not enter a fully superconducting
state. Fig. 5.2b shows the weak superconductivity of nanowire 1, where a truly zero resistance
state is not reached below Ic. (The dV /dI curve for nanowire 1 also shifts in resistance over
time due to charge trapping from the extrinsic dopant, as discussed in the Appendix. The
time-dependent resistance fluctuation is not observed in other devices.) The values of Ic
presented in Table 5.1 are extracted by taking the peaks of the dV /dI curves as the junction
transitions from low to high resistance, signaling a transition from the superconducting
regime to the normal regime. In the following sections, I will present preliminary data on the
gating behavior of nanowire devices and the effect of magnetic fields on the superconducting
states of the nanowires.
Nanowire
number
t (nm) W (nm) d (nm) Ic (nA) G (e
2/h)
1 20 80 320 15 17.7
2 8 250 210 70 46.0
3 24 90 210 57 49.0
4 47 70 240 13 29.6
5 21 200 170 69 64.8
6 16 140 230 133 79.4
Table 5.1: Dimensions and characteristics for nanowire devices.
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5.3 Gating behavior of nanowire devices
Motivation
Many of the proposals for novel physics in 3D TI nanowires have been made for a regime with
just a few sub-bands in order to be able to differentiate between even and odd modes. This
is demonstrated by how the unambiguous observation of the topological nature of normal 3D
TI nanowires (i.e. AB oscillations with a minimum conductance at Φ = 0 and a maximum
conductance at Φ = Φ0/2) was made by tuning the nanowires to the Dirac point [86]. In
this section, we are interested in what happens to proximity-coupled 3D TI nanowires as we
lower the backgate voltage Vg, which is especially relevant to Bi2Se3 samples since Bi2Se3
samples tend to be fairly n-doped.
Before looking at the data, we note that the discrete nature of the energy levels of
nanowires results in a unique transport property. For a ballistic wire, we would expect to be
able to see these energy levels in the conductance data as a function of Vg via the Landauer
equation: G = (e2/h) × (number of modes) [87]. Conductance steps have been observed in
various systems, such as in quantum point contacts on 2D electron gas materials [94] and,
more recently, in InSb nanowires [95, 96]. A recent analysis of conductance oscillations as
a function of Vg in a 3D TI nanowire also suggested that the oscillations are indicative of
discrete sub-band modes in a disordered 3D TI nanowire [88]. However, generally, conduc-
tance steps are difficult to realize in nanowire-like systems due to diffusive behavior, disorder,
or coupling of the edge states. To our knowledge, these conductance steps have yet to be
observed in 3D TI nanowires.
In this section, we present preliminary data on the gating behavior of our Bi2Se3 nanowire
Josephson junctions. We first present the gating behavior typical for undoped nanowire
samples and then compare it with the gating behavior of a nanowire doped with F4-TCNQ,
which is relevant as we try to measure superconductivity near the Dirac point of a nanowire.
We then show step-like gating behavior that was observed in one device.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: (a) A typical conductance G dependence on Vg for an undoped nanowire device.
G decreases by ∼ 8e2/h, which is not enough to reach the Dirac point. Idc = 100 nA. (b)
Supercurrent dependence on Vg mirrors G vs. Vg, where Ic does not change substantially.
Data is taken on nanowire 3.
Gating behavior in undoped vs. doped nanowires
Fig. 5.3a shows G vs. Vg for nanowire 3, which has conductance features that are typical for
the undoped nanowires. As the value of Vg is decreased, G also decreases as the chemical
potential of the nanowire is shifted lower in the conductance band. The conductance curve
shows reproducible fluctuations with a magnitude ∆G ∼ e2/h, which is likely due to the
confined nature of the electron trajectories, making electronic transport more susceptible to
disorder and universal conductance fluctuations. Without additional dopants, the conduc-
tance G does not change substantially with Vg, and the Dirac point cannot be reached for
the range of gate voltages that we are able to access. The normal conductance behavior is
mirrored in the supercurrent dependence on Vg, which also does not change significantly as
shown in Fig. 5.3b.
In the doped superconducting nanowire 1, we are able to tune the chemical potential
closer to the Dirac point, as shown in Fig. 5.4. In the absence of magnetic fields (black),
the conductance has non-reproducible conductance oscillations, which might be because the
dopant introduces disorder and local charging effects (see Appendix). This is supported by
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Figure 5.4: G vs. Vg for nanowire 1, which has been doped with F4-TCNQ. Data is taken
at B = 0 (black), By = 990 mT (blue), and Bz = 990 mT (red). All curves are taken at
Idc = 20 nA.
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the fact that magnetic fields By and Bz reduce the conductance oscillations, as shown in red
and blue in Fig. 5.4. In our set-up, we are limited to applying fields By . 1 T, so we are
unable to reach the field value that should close the sub-band gap (By ∼ 1.2 T).
Besides reducing the magnitude of the conductance oscillations, applying external mag-
netic fields also shifts the conductance curve to lower values of G. While G→ 2e2/h in the
absence of magnetic fields, G → e2/h when Bz = 990 mT. Because we were unable to gate
the device to more negative values of Vg, it is difficult to tell whether these conductance
values will decrease more. It is possible that we are not quite at the Dirac point, since we
would expect G ∼ 0 when By = 0. However, Cho et al. also found a finite conductance
(G ≈ 0.5e2/h) at zero flux at the Dirac point due to either a small deviation in the chemical
potential from the Dirac point or off-resonant modes coming from the metallic contacts [86].
Finally, we look at the superconducting behavior of nanowire 1 in different regimes of
Vg, shown in Figs. 5.5a-c. As previously discussed, superconductivity in nanowire 1 is very
weak, as evidenced by the finite resistance when Idc < Ic. For the regime around Vg = 0
(purple in Fig. 5.5), the critical current is the largest and oscillates in a manner that mirrors
the conductance oscillations such that Ic disappears at various values of Vg and reemerges at
other values. We show a larger range of bias current values in regimes around Vg = −15 V
(green) and Vg = −54 V (blue) in Figs. 5.5a-b. These current sweeps have similar behavior,
with a diamond-like shape forming around the areas of low resistance. Fig. 5.5d shows R
vs. I at one of the pinch-off regions (Vg = −40 V) (red); the resistance fluctuates over
multiple runs due to time-dependent noise. The diamond-like shape of low resistance areas
is reminiscent of the behavior of quantum dots [97] and is likely due to local charge traps
from the chemical dopant.
The chemical dopant allows us to gate nanowire 1 closer to the Dirac point. However, the
difference between the supercurrent behaviors in Fig. 5.5 and in Fig. 5.3b suggests that there
is enhanced disorder in the doped nanowire. Further work is needed to determine whether
the disorder is caused solely by the extrinsic dopant and, if so, whether there are ways of
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Figure 5.5: Supercurrent behavior (or lack thereof) of nanowire 1 for different Vg regimes, as
denoted by the colored boxes. (a) I vs. Vg from Vg ∼ −55 V to Vg ∼ −52 V (blue). There
are resistance dips that pinch off at various values of Vg. (b) I vs. Vg from Vg ∼ −20 V to
Vg ∼ −10 V (green). There is a small Ic in this regime, though Ic pinches off at different
values of Vg. (c) I vs. Vg from Vg ∼ −9 V to Vg ∼ 7 V for a smaller bias current range
(purple). Ic is slightly larger but still has large fluctuations. (d) Multiple runs of R vs. I
at Vg = −40V, where Ic is pinched off (red). The device is not superconducting and shows
different behaviors from run to run, possibly due to charge traps. (e) G vs. Vg, for reference.
Colored lines correspond to the graphs in (a)-(d).
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ameliorating the disordered effect from the dopant to allow us to observe supercurrents near
the Dirac point.
Potential conductance steps in gating behavior
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Gating behavior of nanowire 2. (a) G vs. Vg does not decrease smoothly but
rather has a step-like behavior. Idc = 175 nA. (b) I vs Vg shows the critical current Ic also
decreasing in a step-like manner.
In one of the devices—nanowire 2—we observe a different form of gate dependence, which
is shown in Fig. 5.6a. The normal conductance G decreases with decreasing values of Vg, as is
expected for an n-doped sample. However, unlike in previous data, we also note that G does
not seem to decrease smoothly but rather has a more step-like behavior that extends across
Vg ∼ 20 V to Vg ∼ −45 V. Some of the steps also appear to be decreasing in increments
of ∆G ∼ e2/h. Fig. 5.6b shows the supercurrent dependence on Vg, with Ic mirroring the
conductance steps.
Magnetic fields do not substantially change the conductance dependence on Vg, as shown
in Fig. 5.7. The steps mostly remain intact as the magnetic fields are increased, though the
degree to which fields affect the conductance depends on the magnetic field orientation. For




Figure 5.7: Gating behavior of nanowire 2. Normal conductance G vs. Vg is shifted in
conductance when magnetic fields are applied: (a) out-of-plane field Bz and in-plane fields
(b) By and (c) Bx. (d) The effect of a field value of 1 T on G is compared for the three field
orientations.
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the conductance curve at all. Φ = Φ0/2 is threaded through the nanowire when By ∼ 1.1
T, but we do not see any qualitative change in the conductance curve when By = 1 T is
applied.
At this time, we are not sure what is causing the conductance to form step-like features
as a function of back gate voltage in this device. However, the high conductance of the
steps indicates that we are not in the bulk band gap and are in the multi-mode regime,
so the individual sub-band modes are likely not resolvable. Furthermore, though the cross-
sectional area is comparable to the other nanowire-like devices that we measured, this is
mostly due to the sample being thin, t = 8 nm. In fact, the aspect ratio of width W to
thickness t for nanowire 2 is much larger than it is for other devices: W/t ∼ 31 as opposed
to W/t . 13. Because of this, this nanowire may potentially be more 2D-like than 1D-like
and is constrained along the out-of-plane direction, and the steps may be coming from this
confinement. Further work is needed to fully clarify these step-like features.
Discussion
We looked at two types of gating behaviors in this section. First, we looked at the su-
percurrent dependence on Vg for a nanowire doped with F4-TCNQ. The dopant seems to
help enhance the effect of the back gate (see Appendix), allowing us to tune the nanowire
close to G ∼ e2/h. However, the dopant may also be introducing disorder and charge traps
to the superconducting nanowire, resulting in large, time-dependent Ic and G oscillations
in the absence of magnetic fields. While it is promising that we are able to measure the
supercurrent behavior of a nanowire with a few modes of transport, both the small initial
Ic and the fluctuations in Ic are problematic for future experiments involving supercurrent
transport near the Dirac point of an extrinsically doped nanowire. More work is needed to
fully understand the oscillatory critical current behavior as a first step towards improving
supercurrent behavior near the Dirac point in Bi2Se3 nanowires.
We also presented data on a nanowire that shows anomalous step-like conductance de-
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cay. Conductance steps as the chemical potential is tuned through discrete sub-bands are
expected for ballistic nanowires, but given that we are in the many-mode regime, it is more
likely that these steps come from a confinement effect.
5.4 Superconducting 3D TI nanowires in magnetic
fields
Motivation
There are many predictions for how topological superconductivity can be detected in proximity-
coupled nanowires. Proposed experimental signatures include a 4π periodic CPR and a zero-
bias anomaly [30, 91], though these signals are sensitive to quasi-particle poisoning and can
potentially be confused with non-topological signals. Ref. [98] proposed another method to
detect topological superconductivity by focusing on a feature specific to 3D TI nanowires:
a non-degenerate linear mode restored at Φ = h/2e called the perfectly transmitted mode.
When the perfectly transmitted mode appears, topological superconductivity is potentially
accessible to a wide range of chemical potentials.
In Ref. [98], Ilan et al. proposed an experimental method for detecting the perfectly
transmitted mode in a superconducting 3D TI nanowire by simulating transport behavior
using a scattering matrix formalism (more fully described in Refs. [98, 99]). The gist of the
results was that Andreev reflection is suppressed for most values of flux, and the emergence
of the perfectly transmitted mode at Φ = Φ0/2 enhances transmission probabilities at the
superconductor-normal interface. This results in an associated peak in critical current at
Φ = Φ0/2 even in the presence of disorder, since disorder localizes trivial modes. Simulations
for Ic vs. Φ at a disorder strength of g = 2 is shown in Fig. 5.8a, where each curve corresponds
to a different chemical potential µ. One caveat to the critical current detection scheme is that
at high chemical potentials, the critical current signal has an additional contribution from
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Simulations for an experimental signature of topological superconductivity in
disordered 3D TI nanowires (with disorder strength g = 2). (a) Critical current Ic vs.
coaxial flux Φ. Near the Dirac point, a critical current peak at Φ = Φ0/2 is a signature of
the emergence of the perfectly transmitted mode. Above µξD/~v = 1, weak anti-localization
peaks will also contribute to Ic at Φ = 0,Φ0/2. (b) IcRN vs. Φ. A peak in IcRN at Φ = Φ0/2
would be an unambiguous signature of the perfectly transmitted mode. ξD is the disorder
correlation length, v is the Fermi velocity, and µ is the chemical potential. Figs. are from
Ref. [98].
the weak anti-localization effect at Φ = Φ0/2. The ambiguity at high chemical potentials can
be removed by looking at the IcRN product instead, where an IcRN peak at Φ = Φ0/2 signals
the emergence of the perfectly transmitted mode as shown in Fig. 5.8b. Furthermore, while
the IcRN peak would be detectable over a range of chemical potentials, at high chemical
potential values, IcRN becomes constant.
Recently, supercurrent oscillations as a function of By were reported in another super-
conducting nanowire system—proximity-coupled InSb nanowire—by Ref. [100]. Though this
is a different type of nanowire system, it is instructive to consider other sources of critical
current features. In this work, Zuo et al. find that Ic oscillates as a function of By and
has a strong dependence on gate voltage. The evolution of critical currents subjected to By
is consistent with simulations that take into account phase interference between different
transverse modes, mode scattering effects introduced by disorder, and order parameter os-
cillations induced by the Zeeman effect, where the critical current decay is enhanced by the
interference of transverse modes and scattering due to disorder.
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Figure 5.9: I vs. By for nanowire device 4. Φ = Φ0/2 is expected at By ∼ 600 mT, but
superconductivity is suppressed before then.
In the rest of this section, we will present our data on Ic vs. By with the purpose of
looking for a critical current peak at Φ = Φ0/2. However, as we will discuss below, though
we observe some oscillatory behavior in Ic vs. By, a critical current peak at Φ = Φ0/2 (and
therefore a peak in IcRN) is not measured because the samples stop superconducting in the
relevant regime. This suggests that we need to look for some other sources of By-induced
oscillations, potentially similar to the ones discussed in Ref. [100]. The data that we present
below is preliminary, and further analysis is needed to understand the observed signals.
Data
When coaxial in-plane field By is applied to our devices, we find that Ic will typically
monotonically decrease. However, the details of the Ic vs By dependence differs between
devices. For example, Fig. 5.9 shows the supercurrent dependence on By for nanowire 4,
which is weakly superconducting and has a finite resistance for Idc < Ic. The non-degenerate
linear mode should be restored at By ∼ 600 mT, but superconductivity is suppressed before
then, resulting in no apparent features in the critical current or resistance as By is increased
beyond By = 600 mT.
A similar featureless supercurrent behavior was measured for nanowire 1, as shown in
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.10: Supercurrent dependence on By and Bx for nanowire device 1. This device does
not fully superconduct, resulting in a finite resistance (R ≈ 1000 Ω) even for I < Ic. (a) I
vs. By: Φ = Φ0/2 is expected at By ∼ 1.2 T. (b) I vs. Bx: The critical current decreases
more rapidly than for By. (c) Direct comparison of R vs. Bin−plane at Idc = 0.
Fig. 5.10a. This device also does not fully superconduct (see Fig. 5.2b), resulting in a finite
resistance for I < Ic. When By is applied, the critical current goes to zero around By ∼ 350
mT. Fig. 5.10a can be compared with the supercurrent behavior when an orthogonal in-plane
field Bx is applied to the device (Fig. 5.10b). While Ic monotonically decays as a function of
both By and Bx, we find that Ic decays more quickly as a function of Bx. For a more direct
comparison, R(Idc = 0) is extracted from Figs. 5.10a and 5.10b and plotted in Fig. 5.10c,
demonstrating how R increases more rapidly when Bx is increased. (The plots of R vs. Bx
were shifted vertically due to a vertical offset that is likely from charge trapping noise.) The
more rapid decay of the supercurrent as a function of Bx may be due to the fact that the
nanowire is subjected to a larger flux from Bx than By (due to the larger cross-sectional area
in the x-direction than in the y- direction).
In a few devices, a weak oscillatory behavior in critical current was measured. This is
shown in Fig. 5.11a for nanowire device 5: there is a critical current node around By ∼ 400
mT and a weak critical current re-emerges between By ∼ 400 mT and By ∼ 900 mT.
However, this critical current re-emergence does not behave in a way that is consistent with
the emergence of a perfectly transmitted mode. For one, Φ = Φ0/2 is expected at By ∼ 480
mT for nanowire 5, which is relatively low compared to the data. Furthermore, IcRN is
neither peaked at Φ = Φ0/2 nor constant, as was predicted by Ref. [98].
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Supercurrent dependence on By for nanowire device 5. (a) The critical current
shows oscillations, with a node at By ∼ 400 mT and a weak peak emerging after that. (b)
I vs. By taken at Vg = −40 V has a smaller critical current signal. The node, though, does
not change position.
We also measured the supercurrent dependence on By at Vg = −40 V, even though the
gate dependence is not especially strong for this device (the normal resistance changes by
∼ 20%). Again, critical current reaches a node around By ∼ 400 mT. We do not measure a
second Ic peak, but this is likely due to the weak critical current signal at Vg = −40 V. In
general, the behavior of I vs. By at these two gate voltage values are very similar to each
other. This suggests that the oscillatory behavior of I vs. By observed for nanowire 5 is not
dependent on the chemical potential, unlike what was observed in Ref. [100].
Finally, we present a fourth supercurrent behavior that was measured in nanowire device
6, as shown in Fig. 5.12a. Unlike for the previous devices, the critical current has a kinked
feature around By ∼ 300 mT, with a long decaying tail that persists above By ∼ 800 mT.
The decaying tail persists at an elevated temperature of T = 600 mK. When an orthogonal
field Bx is applied to the device, as shown in Fig. 5.12c, the critical current decay has an
oscillatory behavior. The critical current reaches a node around Bx ∼ 300 mT and a second
peak appears between Bx ∼ 300 − 600 mT. This behavior is reminiscent of a Fraunhofer




Figure 5.12: Supercurrent dependence on in-plane fields for nanowire device 6. (a) I vs. By
shows that Ic has a kinked feature around By ≈ 400 mT and a long decaying tail. (b) I vs.
By at T = 600 mK looks similar to (a) except with a smaller value of Ic. (c) I vs. Bx shows
an oscillatory behavior in Ic, with a node that may correspond to a Fraunhofer pattern node.
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Bx ∼ 400 mT.
Discussion
The results presented in this section on superconducting 3D TI nanowires subjected to
in-plane magnetic fields are preliminary, and further analysis is needed to understand the
behavior of the critical current measurements. Here, we will briefly present some of our initial
perspectives on the data. We measure mostly weak superconductivity in the junctions, and
the critical current decay varies from device to device. However, in general, at B = 0, Ic
has some finite value that eventually decays, and we do not see any evidence of a critical
current peak around Φ = Φ0/2 as predicted by Ref. [98]. This is likely because we are not
in the regime where the perfectly transmitted mode is present or detectable. Furthermore,
the value of the critical current peak Ic ∼ e∆2~ at Φ = Φ0/2 predicted by Ilan et al. is likely
too small for us to detect in our current set-up [98]. For a sample with ∆ ∼ 40µeV , which
is pretty typical for our nanowire devices, Ic ∼ e∆2~ ∼ 5 nA.
We consider some different explanations for the behaviors of the supercurrent decay
as By is increased, with the critical current decaying in an oscillatory manner in some
and monotonically in others. First, what sets the value of By at which the critical current
disappears? One reasonable possibility is that the critical current suppression in the presence
of magnetic fields may be due to the Pauli paramagnetic effect. We extracted the critical
field By,c from the data for seven of our nanowire devices, and we found that By,c ≈ 200 mT
or By,c ≈ 400 mT. It is difficult to say why the critical field values cluster around these two
magnitudes.
However, the paramagnetic effect would not account for the oscillatory behavior of Ic ob-
served in some of the devices. The oscillatory behavior is, instead, suggestive of a Fraunhofer
pattern-like origin. While a Fraunhofer pattern typically emerges in planar junctions when
the applied flux is perpendicular to the current direction (and therefore induces a phase oscil-
lation along the junction edge), it may be possible for the transverse modes of the nanowire
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to have an analogous effect. Because our nanowires have a finite cross-sectional area, the
transverse modes enclosing a flux can acquire a phase (similar to the origin of the flux mod-
ulated effect in Chapter 3). These phases can then interfere with each other, resulting in an
oscillatory Ic as a function of By [100, 101]. We find that the devices with monotonically
decaying critical currents tend to have lower conductance whereas the Fraunhofer-like decays
have higher conductance, which may be due to the presence of more modes that can interfere
with each other as similarly observed by Ref. [100]. Furthermore, in the context of Chapter
3, with more work, it may be possible to determine whether any of the phase interferences
have origins similar to the Zeeman modulation effect, which would be demonstrative of the
3D TI spin structure.
5.5 Conclusion
The benefit of using 3D TI nanowires is that there is an enhanced surface-to-bulk ratio and a
confined geometry. The quantum confinement results in a restriction of the number of modes
involved in transport, which, in principle, should make it easier to observe the topological
behavior of the 3D TI surface states. However, in this chapter, we have presented various
data sets that do not necessarily reflect the ballistic or topological nature of the 3D TI
surface states.
We first gated various nanowire samples. While we did see an anomalously discrete
conductance dependence on Fermi energy for one device, in general, G vs. Vg smoothly
decays. We also found that the normal and superconducting properties of a chemically
doped nanowire have excessive noise and a quantum-dot-like behavior when the device is
gated near the Dirac point.
We also looked at how the critical current Ic responds to in-plane magnetic fields. For
some of the nanowires, Ic has an oscillatory behavior as a function of By or Bx. However, in
general, Ic is weak and monotonically decays in the other devices. Further analysis is needed
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to understand the preliminary data presented in this chapter.
There is also room for improvement in the experimental set-up. The signatures predicted
for topological superconductivity and detection of MBSs are very sensitive and small in value,
so it would be helpful to be able to detect the critical current of the nanowire junctions more
easily. This can be done by enhancing the critical current of the junctions by improving the
transparency of the superconductor-TI contact. Additionally, adding improved filtering to
the measurement lines can reduce thermal noise and the electron temperature in the junction,
making it easier to detect these weak signals. We also refer readers to recent theoretical
proposals for stabilizing topological superconductivity in a nanowire with rectangular cross-




Proximity-coupled 3D topological insulators have spin-momentum locked surface states that
provide a unique platform for studying novel physics. In particular, 3D topological insulators
have been proposed as a potential host for topological superconductivity and Majorana
fermions. Currently the research on superconducting 3D topological insulators is still at the
stage of elucidating the capabilities of the material and its limitations.
In this thesis, we focus on the effect of coupling superconducting 3D topological insulators
to magnetism by using magnetic fields as both a probe and a means to manipulate the
superconducting surface states of the 3D TIs. To do so, on the fabrication front, we exfoliated
Bi2Se3 from bulk crystals and contacted samples with NbTi(N) electrodes. Throughout this
thesis, some of the complications that may arise from this fabrication method are delineated.
Using Fraunhofer spectroscopy, we find that the surface states of the 3D TI evolve with
finite parallel in-plane fields By. By comparing experimental data with theoretical simu-
lations, we demonstrate that the evolution of the Fraunhofer pattern is consistent with a
finite momentum phase being acquired in the Cooper pairs, and we propose the flux modu-
lation effect and Zeeman modulation effect as two sources of the induced finite momentum
phase. Furthermore, we demonstrate the importance of taking into account the potential for
fabrication imperfections when considering the transport signals. The data can be closely
simulated once the finite momentum phase and fabrication asymmetries are both taken into
account.
We also presented some other forms of anomalies in Fraunhofer data, which require fur-
ther analysis. Preliminary data on the effect of orthogonal in-plane field Bx on Fraunhofer
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patterns vary from device to device, which demonstrate the potential richness of the physics
involved when 3D TI junctions are subjected to in-plane fields or the sensitivity of Fraun-
hofer signals. In the context of the rich body of work on 3D topological insulator Josephson
junctions, we also present our observations of anomalous Fraunhofer patterns that are mea-
sured in the absence of any in-plane magnetic fields. In particular, we measure lifted nodes
and non-decaying side peaks in various Fraunhofer patterns, similar to some previous works.
It is inconclusive what the sources of these signals are, and further work is needed to better
disentangle trivial junction effects and non-trivial effects specific to 3D TIs.
Finally, we digress briefly in the thesis to present initial measurements on superconducting
Bi2Se3 nanowires. The benefit of using nanowires comes from an enhanced surface-to-bulk
ratio and a confined geometry, which, in principle, should make it easier to observe the
topological behavior of the 3D TI surface states. We present preliminary data showing the
effect of extrinsic dopant F4-TCNQ on the superconducting signals of one nanowire device
as well as data showing step-like conductance as a function of Vg on another confined device.
Superconducting nanowires subjected to in-plane fields also demonstrate variable behaviors.
The work in this thesis has demonstrated the delicate nature of detecting superconducting
signals in 3D topological insulators subjected to magnetic fields. Here, I will summarize two
of the most promising paths forward. (1) Having detected a finite momentum shift in Chapter
3, the next step in this study would be to disentangle the flux modulation effect and Zeeman
modulation effect. This would be best accomplished by measuring very thin Bi2Se3 flakes
and gating the surface states closer to the Dirac point. The gating ability can potentially
be enhanced by using the extrinsic dopant F4-TCNQ. (2) Work on proximity-coupled 3D
TI nanowires is still very much in its infancy. From our work in Chapter 5, it appears that
enhancing the coupling between the nanowire and superconducting electrode is necessary to
be able to detect the delicate signals predicted by multiple proposals. Hence, further work
on the fabrication front is crucial for proximity-coupled 3D TI nanowire experiments.
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Appendix A
Deposition of extrinsic dopants as
electron acceptors
The Fermi energy of Bi2Se3 starts out in the conduction band due to Se vacancies, which
makes it difficult to tune a Bi2Se3 device to the Dirac point. Deposition of the organic dopant
2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) has been proposed as a
way to tune Bi2Se3 devices to the Dirac point. Here, we discuss this material and technique
and present some observations and preliminary data.
The organic dopant F4-TCNQ has a strong electron affinity (≈ 5.4 eV) [104], and it has
been used as a very effective hole injector on materials ranging from Bi2Se3 [38, 51, 86] to
nanorod light-emitting diodes [105]. Besides the strong electron affinity, there have been
reports of enhanced backgate capacitance due to the additional F4-TCNQ film as well,
though the origin is not well understood [38]. Another benefit of F4-TCNQ as a dopant is
that it was demonstrated that the band structure of F4-TCNQ-doped graphene does not
change after sitting in air for several hours, which suggests that F4-TCNQ is fairly stable
even in air. On the other hand, the dopant is temperature-sensitive since F4-TCNQ starts
to desorb from the surface of graphene at 75◦C in vacuum [104].
Our group has deposited F4-TCNQ on Sb-doped Bi2Se3 samples in the past in order to
access the bulk gap and Dirac point [38, 86]. Below, I will look more in-depth into the effects
of F4-TCNQ doping on devices by presenting two methods for depositing F4-TCNQ (these
techniques were done with Steven Rogers in Moonsub Shim’s group) and presenting R vs.
Vg data. For the next generation of Fraunhofer spectroscopy experiments on Bi2Se3, we will
incorporate F4-TCNQ to further reduce bulk carriers, as proposed in Chapters 3 and 5.
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Chemical deposition of F4-TCNQ
F4-TCNQ can be deposited using wet chemistry. To do this, we followed a method similar to
the one used in Ref. [105] on nanorod light-emitting dioes. A saturated F4-TCNQ solution
(∼4-5 mg of F4-TCNQ in ∼1 mL m-xylene) was first heated at 80 ◦C in a closed vial for
10 minutes to dissolve the F4-TCNQ. The solution was then deposited on samples using a
spinner (2500 rpm for 30 seconds). Initially, we baked the samples at 180 ◦C and 80 ◦C, but,
as was discovered in Ref. [104], we found that the F4-TCNQ evaporated off of the substrate
at these temperatures. Therefore, for the final test samples, we skipped the baking step.
Samples were measured at 25 mK.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure A.1: R vs Vg data for three devices doped with F4-TCNQ via wet chemistry. The
devices had different geometries, where (a) test 1 was thick (Idc = 150 nA), (b) test 2 was a
thinner Bi2Se3, and (c) test 3 was more nanowire-like.
We show data for three devices that were made using this deposition technique: test 1
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(t = 40 nm, W ∼ 440 nm, d ∼ 330 nm), a thinner sample test 2 (t =19 nm, W ∼ 160
nm, d ∼ 150 nm), and a nanowire-like sample test 3 (t = 15 nm thick, W ∼ 150 nm,
d ∼ 230 nm). The R vs. Vg data is shown in Fig. A.1. Test 1 was superconducting, so a bias
current Idc = 150 nA was used to drive the junction into the normal regime. Similar to the
samples discussed in Section 2.5, the nanowire-like sample showed the greatest response to
Vg. In general, the data in Fig. A.1 looks similar to measurements made on samples without
the F4-TCNQ: the resistance change is not significantly larger, so there is no indication
of the Fermi energy approaching the bulk band gap. The lack of any substantial change
may be due to the possibility that the dopant coverage was not sufficient to shift the Fermi
energy. Previous works have left the sample submerged in a F4-TCNQ solution (dissolved
in chloroform or dimethyl sulfoxide) for 12 hours to see a shift in the Fermi energy [104].
Furthermore, the F4-TCNQ that we used in this manner was old and could have possibly
aged over time.
Thermal evaporation of F4-TCNQ
(a)
(b)
Figure A.2: (a) Surface topography of a ∼ 15 nm thick film of thermally evaporated F4-
TCNQ. (b) Line section showing the roughness of the F4-TCNQ film.
A downside to using wet chemistry to deposit F4-TCNQ is that the process can leave
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contaminants on the sample, something that was seen in ARPES data of F4-TCNQ on
monolayer graphene [104]. A cleaner deposition method is to thermally evaporate F4-TCNQ.
To try this technique, we used a thermal evaporator that was home-built by S. Rogers. Films
were evaporated at a base pressure of ∼ 6×10−6 Torr at a slow rate (less than 0.1 Å/second).
Fig. A.2 shows an AFM image of thermally evaporated F4-TCNQ film. The film is ∼15 nm
thick and very rough and granular.
We evaporated F4-TCNQ on 5 devices, and we found that the thermally evaporated F4-
TCNQ dopant does change the gating behavior of some of the samples. Fig. A.3 shows the
normal resistance R vs. Vg for three devices with the same amount of thermally evaporated
F4-TCNQ. A bias current Idc is applied to drive the junction normal in Fig. A.3a-c. A
thicker sample with t ∼ 20 nm had a small resistance change that was comparable to a
device without F4-TCNQ, as shown in Fig. A.3a. In comparison, the samples with smaller
cross-sectional areas seem to have an altered gating behavior. For example, a device with
t ∼ 10 nm had a large change in resistance, as shown in Fig. A.3b, and a nanowire device
(t ∼ 20 nm) was gated to the Dirac point as shown in Fig. A.3c. The 2D gate sweep for the
nanowire is plotted in Fig. A.3d.
For the nanowire device, we also found that there are large fluctuations in normal resis-
tance. These fluctuations are not reproducible, and the normal conductance G fluctuates
in time as shown in Fig. A.3e at Vg = −30 V. The fluctuations are dampened out when an
out-of-plane magnetic field is applied. Additionally, the gate sweep for the nanowire exhib-
ited a lot more hysteresis than seen in previous devices (even compared with other nanowire
devices). The behavior of the resistance fluctuations is consistent with disordered transport,
which can be explained by the new charge-trapping F4-TCNQ layer. The nanowire device
is discussed further in Chapter 5.
Finally, we note that the F4-TCNQ can age over time, so it should be stored with care
and replaced occasionally. Fig. A.4 shows the difference between a vial with dopant that had





Figure A.3: Normal resistance R vs. Vg for devices doped with thermally evaporated F4-
TCNQ. Data is measured on (a) a thick sample, (b) a thin sample, and (c) a nanowire-
like sample. (c) The gate sweep for the nanowire-like sample shows significant resistance
oscillations and hysteresis between sweeping from +Vg to −Vg (red) and −Vg to +Vg (black).
(d) I vs Vg for the nanowire-like device. (e) Normal conductance in the nanowire-like sample
fluctuated with time.
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Figure A.4: Image comparing old and new F4-TCNQ powders. A vial with older powder that
has been sitting in air (left) is more yellow-tinged than a newly purchased sample (right).
dopant. Both vials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
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Appendix B
Subjecting the order parameter to the
Zeeman modulation effect
To see the effect of the Zeeman modulation effect (ZME) on the Josephson current discussed
in Chapter 3, we can consider the Josephson energy between superconducting electrodes 1
and 2 (similar to in Ref. [25]). In general, the Josephson energy
EJ =
∫ ∫
dy dx∆2 < c↑c↓ >1 (x, y) ,
where ∆2 is the pairing potential at the 2nd electrode and < c↑c↓ >1 is the induced order
parameter from the first electrode at point (x, y).
In the quasi-classical limit, the induced order parameters for the 3D TI surface and bulk
behave differently due to the Zeeman effect:
< c↑c↓ >bulk∼
∆k2f




(2π)2~vf (x2 + y2)
e2iγx , (B.2)
where γ is the ZME term and γ = gµB~vf . The bulk order parameter does not depend on
in-plane field B because the Zeeman effect does not shift the location of the bulk Fermi
surface but rather only lifts the degeneracy. In comparison, the surface order parameter
has an oscillating term in x that depends on B. Furthermore, the bulk order parameter
also decays as a function of 1/r3 while the surface order parameter decays as a function of
1/r2, where r2 = x2 + y2. The rapid decay of the bulk order parameter suggests that the
supercurrent of the bulk decays faster in the junction than the surface supercurrent, so the
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ZME will primarily be manifested in the TI surface states instead of in the bulk.
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